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The South-West Indian Ridge (SWIR) in the Indian sector of the Southern Ocean is a 
region where disturbances in the mean flow of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current have 
been acknowledged to be important in sustaining the marine ecosystem of the Prince 
Edward Islands. Eddies shed at the ridge travel in a north-eastern direction past the 
islands. In doing so, these features may also have climatic importance by providing a 
mechanism for meridional heat and salt exchange in that region. Eddies at the SWIR have 
been extensively studied over the last decade using hydrographic, satellite, drifter and 
float data. Numerous processes pertaining to these eddies require comprehensive and 
frequent monitoring, which is logistically impossible to undertake hydrographically. 
Therefore, it has become necessary to simulate eddies at the ridge with an appropriate 
model. This study explores the use of the 1/40 and the 1/120 Ocean Circulation and Climate 
Advanced Modelling (OCCAM) project. The model's representation of the dynamic 
nature of this region is assessed. On average 2 - 3 intense and well-defined eddies are 
generated per year within the model; having mean longevities of 4.89 ± 2.20 months with 
average advection speeds of 5.51 ± 1.57 km dail. The model generates fewer warm 
eddies than anticipated. Most simulated eddies reach their peak intensity within 1.5 - 2.5 
months after genesis, with their depths reaching 2000 - 3000 m. Thereafter they dissipate 
within approximately 3 months. The decay of eddies is characterised by a decrease in 
their sea surface height signature, a weakening in their rotation rates and by the 
modification of their temperature-salinity characteristics. Overall, it can be concluded 
that the dynamics at the SWIR is well simulated by OCCAM suggesting a number of 
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The quasi-permanent band of low pressure around the Antarctic continent and the band of 
high pressure in the subtropics work in synergy to produce strong westerly geostrophic 
winds over the Southern Ocean. The curl of the wind stress drives the eastward flowing 
Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC), which is part of the deep transport of the global 
conveyor belt. It carries approximately 134 ± 13 Sv of polar and subpolar water masses 
through the Drake Passage (Whitworth, 1983; Nowlin and Klinck, 1986) and 160 Sv 
south of Africa (Park et aI., 2001). 
The ACC is concentrated at frontal bands (Figure 1.1), a direct consequence of the wind 
regime prevailing over the Southern Ocean (Orsi et al., 1995; Belkin and Gordon, 1996). 
To the north, the Subtropical Convergence (STC) separates the warm sub-tropical gyres 
from the subantarctic regime. The Subantarctic Front (SAF) demarcates the northern 
boundary of the Antarctic Polar Frontal Zone. With a weaker surface temperature 
expression, the SAF is usually identified at the subsurface, typically at 200 m. The 
Antarctic Polar Front (APF) marks the southern boundary of the Antarctic Polar Frontal 
Zone and the beginning of the Antarctic Zone. Bottom topography and prevailing 
westerly winds, in tandem, playa major role in the temporal and spatial variability in the 
flow in the Antarctic Polar Frontal Zone throughout the Southern Ocean (Nowlin and 
Klinck, 1986; Park et aI., 1993). The main core of the ACC is commonly associated with 
the SAF and APF (Rintoul and Sokolov, 2001; Budillion and Rintoul, 2003). South of the 
African continent, based on 89 hydrographic sections, the STC, SAF and APF are located 
on average at 41.6 ± 1.07 oS, 46.4 ± 1.07 oS and 50.3 ± 1.33 oS respectively (Lutjeharms 
and Valentine, 1984). 
In addition to showing the global position of the major Southern Ocean fronts, Figure 1.1 
depicts the spacial variability of the frontal systems and their fragmentations. Upon 
encountering prominent topographic features, the ACC is deflected equatorward and 
subsequently poleward so as to conserve potential vorticity. South of Africa (Figure 1.2), 
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behaviour. Read and Pollard (1993) ha\~ r~fXlt1ed only one major intense front 31 :n"E. 
Earlier stuuies. h.()wev~r, gav~ Ihe SA F and AI'F at distinct latitudes (Lutjcharms and 
V31~nlin~, 19R4). Havinu found two brandies oflhc SAl' in their scclion at 30"[. Park el 
a/. (2001) ha\~ <;erutiniTed Read ~nd Pollard's results timling two e,.pr~ssions "I' the 
'\PF. The di,crepl\llcy w~s attributed to a possihlc cold eddy inducing a lTI<eandering in 
~'i~,,'r 1.1; Geu~T"rhic po5iliull urth. Soulhom Oce"" froot.> ",moly: Al .4£"lh", Front, 
STF - Subtropio. 1 Coove'g."" •. SAl' _ Sub."I.relic Frunt, PF - Antarcli<; Polar Fronl and 
SF - ""oli. Fronl wilh rrciixe, N - N<>rtl'l<m and S South,,,,, Inter_frontal ,"".s .T •• 1"", 
d~'Tll",cat.d: STLI SLlb!ropic.l j ronl.1 Zone ."d PFZ - Antarctic Pol., Frootal I ,one 
(Bellin "ud OOTdun 19%)_ 
lh~ Ii-ont_ Clear of the South-Viesl Indian Ridg~, th~ ACe breaks up into multiple 
Ii-agm~nt~ (Holliday a/ld Re~d, 1998: Poll~rd and R~ad, 200 1)_ Ko~tianoy el al. (2004). 
using satcllitc Sea ~urra~~ t~mperature d~ta (]9'J7 1999), havc mapped the Ii-onts in th~ 
Indian scdor ()rth~ Sout!-.e1l1 Ocean. In the WCSlCI'll part (20 - 6O"F), th~ir resull'; d~rict 
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tempmal variabilily and fragmentation, The Prince Edv.'ard Islallds an; foulld in this 
highly unprediclahle environment. 
Figure 1.2, llOOn", (opngfaphy (in meters) of the African seC'wr of (he s.o,,,hern o.:ean ,ou,h 
oLlO"S """J i~ OCCAM at 'i"," ,.,nluti,,~. Th< South-W~" I~Jian RiJg~ (SWIR) i, int<'>ected 
by a s.ries of fr""ILtros ""ith the Andre" lloin Fr""tLtr~ Lor", (AllFL) being the mClS' exton;i¥., 
on"" notahl~ i>a,hY"'€tr;o feature, ,..,f.,,,,d to in the t~'" are ,h. C""rad Ri ,. (CRJ. ,h~ fJ.<1 
Cooo R;,~ (OCR), ,he Crozd Plat~"" (CP) .nd tht, \1deor Ri,e (MR). The avc~ag~ p"';tio~ of 
Th~ Three n\'liOf fror~' a;w,iate!l ",·ith ,he ACC i, ",,,, .ho",·n; th e ~"l>l'opicaJ C('me,~en<. 
(STC), the Suh1Hlta'ctio Fmnt (S,\ F) .IlO th~ IIntarctic Polar Fron' (II PFj, 
This island group consisls of Marion Island alld Prince Edward Island, the former being 
the largest. The islallds. of volcanic origin, ris.c to pronJinence above lhe Soulh-,Vesl 
India~ Ridge (SWIR) at 46.7"S. 37.7"E. The ridge separates the Alrican plate from tnc 
Antarctic plate ami is imer<;eded by a s~ri~, "f cornp<,site !k~p Ii-adur~, (Figure L21. Th~ 
Andrew Bain Fracture Zone centr~d at 50"S, 30"E i, ofparlicubr irnp<"ta~~e \).,caus~ "I' 
its dired i~nu~nc~ "n the ~a;;tward-nowing ACC (Ans.orge and I ,ulj~harms. 2003), 
challoclli~g approximately 110 ± 10 Sv of th~ ~urr~nt (Pollard and R~ad, 200 11. OV~rlh~ 
last two de~adc" r~<;e~r~h around t"" Prince Edward Islands and the general area 
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2. RESEARCH REVIEW. 
Sun,eys aroond the South- West Indian Ridge prior 10 1989 were sparse with most studies 
undertaken in the direct vicinity oflhe Prince Edward Islands. where an enhanced marine 
productivity was observed (Aliansol1 e/ ,,/ .• 1985; DutlCombc Rae 1989a,b.c; PerissitlOtto 
and BoJen, 1989; Per;~sin()uo e/ aI., 1990). A lew transect, revcal~d the position "I' the 
Southern O~ean Ii-onts with respe~l [0 the localion "i' the island, (Luljeharm~ and 
Valenline, 1984; l.uljeharms, 1985; Duncombe Rae. 1989a.b; Lutjeharms. 1990)_ The 
structure of [he ACe in that region was known and the temporal ami spatial variabilit)· of 
the froms were acknowledged (Park ct aI., 1993: Ansorge el al., 1<)<)<): Read and Pollard, 
1<)<)3). 
fi~ur. 2.1: n.c ,,,,,,-mcan-"'Iuarr ("m,) in s.c. Level Anornal) (em) oaku lated fr"m a 13-
Y"'" ,ecurd uf ,~time"y pTO<fueb. lwu broad regiun, uf vari"bilily (demore.,ed b)' [he 15 em 
O(~ltOUT) are ("'"",.d io the MriC,"l secto r of tile $.:1u(hern Ocea": the A~ulh ... , '~gime 
(cumprising the Agulhas CLITent. lhe Agulha> rc1ronwion. the Agulh .. , R,~urn Currenl and 
tile Sublropi"~ Convergence) ""d ,I ,I .. Soo[h-Wesl Indi"" Ridge. 
Various hypotheses ~ve been put forward to explain the enhanced biojogi~al 
productivity observed ill close prOllimity of the island~ (Ansorgc and Lutjcharms, 2DOO: 
McQuaid and Fronemall. 2(}(}4). Boden (1988) ha~ suggested an 'island rJ\aS~ elTect' 
where Ilutricnt-rich runoll" li-orJ\ the island~ is wntained between Marion and Prin<;e 











whereby persistent swirls are observed due to the unsteady separation of the ACC by the 
islands, was also proposed (Allanson et af., 1985). Later surveys revealed the presence of 
an anti-cyclonic eddy between the islands favouring retention of nutrients in a suggested 
Taylor column (Duncombe Rae, 1989b; Perissinotto and Duncombe Rae, 1990; 
Perissinotto et af., 1990). 
2.1. The South-West Indian Ridge Region. 
The second Marion Offshore Ecological Survey (MOES-II), undertaken in April 1989, 
was an attempt to resolve the conundrum. MOES-II provided the first quasi-synoptic 
view of the general environment around the Prince Edward Islands both up and down 
stream (46 - 47.5°S; 37.5 - 40.5°E). Results from the survey confirmed the meandering 
behaviour of the SAF (Ansorge et af., 1999). A sharp deflection of the front north-
eastward close to the islands was observed. Furthermore, it was established that the 
oceanographic conditions upstream of the islands were different to those downstream 
(Perissinotto et aI., 2000). A warm eddy, resulting from the meandering SAF, was 
observed downstream of the islands. 
A repeat survey, the Marion Island Oceanographic Survey II (MIOS-II), was carried out 8 
years later covering an even wider geographic region (46 - 48°S; 36 - 42°E). The 
oceanographic conditions were different from MOES-II. In the western side of the survey 
area the SAF was intensified, deflecting north-eastward on approaching the islands. 
Further downstream, two branches of the SAF were observed (Ansorge and Lutjeharms, 
2002). However, amidst the meandering SAF, eddies were still present downstream of the 
islands. These recurring eddy activities triggered much interest, especially with respect 
to the meridional exchanges of water masses and associated plankton activities. The 
enhanced biological activity observed in the direct vicinity of the islands was found to be 
closely related to these eddies (An sorge et al., 1998; Froneman et al., 1999; Pakhomov et 
aI., 1998, 2000a,b; Ansorge and Lutjeharms, 2002). Water masses entrained in these 
eddies were either of sub-tropical/sub-antarctic (for warm eddies) or antarctic (for cold 











Satellite altimetry provided evidence that the SWIR region was one of high mesoscale 
variability (Figure 2.1) with the Prince Edward Islands lying in the northern border of that 
region (Ansorge and Lutjeharms, 2003). An attempt to correlate Sea Surface Height 
Anomaly (SSHA) to Sea Surface Temperature in that region was made (Ansorge and 
Lutjeharms, 2000, 2003). Positive anti-clockwise (southern hemisphere) anomalies were 
found to correspond closely to warm eddies, while negative clockwise anomalies 
corresponded to cold eddies. Because of the inherent advantage of satellite remote 
sensing to provide a continuous dataset, it was possible to look at the trajectories and 
decay of the anomalies as well as determining their origin. The anomalies were found to 
be generated at the SWIR, roughly centred at 500 S, 300 E, corresponding to the axial 
position of the Andrew Bain Fracture Zone (Figure 1.2). Once formed, these eddies were 
observed to follow a north-eastward direction, along the eastern flank of the ridge until 
about 47°S where they drift pass the islands. Thereafter, the anomalies are in the final 
stage of decay and move eastwards in the Enderby Basin. An eddy corridor was 
empirically defined between 48 - 49°S and 34 - 38°E (Ansorge and Lutjeharms, 2003). 
Intense anomalies (eddies) were characterised having SSHA > +30 cm (or < -30 cm) 
(Ansorge and Lutjeharms, 2003, 2005; Pakhomov et aI., 2003). However, comprehensive 
hydrographic data were not available to make any significant posit. Nonetheless, it was 
clear that eddies observed during MOES-II and MIOS-II were present not only as a result 
of the islands' interaction with the ACC, but also because of the complex dynamics 
between the frontal systems and the regional bathymetry. 
The need to hydrographically validate results obtained from satellite altimetry was the 
next logical step. The Dynamics of Eddy Impact on Marion's ECosystem (DEIMEC) 
programme started in 2002 with the aim to characterise these eddies. Under the 
programme, four surveys were undertaken (2002 - 2005) during austral autumn 
(AprillMay) on board the South African supply vessel, the MV SA Agulhas. The physical 
setting of the SWIR region as well as its biological community distribution were 
investigated with transects consisting of alternating CTD (Conductivity-Temperature-
Depth) and XBT (eXpendable Bathy-Thermograph) stations with chlorophyll_a 
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al strategic position within eddies. Rongo and WP-2 nel" RMT-8 tm"ls and bottom 
dredges "ere also used 10 study the zooplankton communily struclure, complementing 
the physi~al d~s~riplion or the extended CIlvirontTICnt arou nd the island,. 
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Fi~u. 2.2: Thc di <lributioo of hydrographic , tatiom rrom ,Ilc lour DEIM EC ,urvey' 
unJertakt n Jurin g Aprilll>lay 2002 - 200 5, lJalhym t trK "'" 'toots « 400() m) ' oow t" 
kx~tioo oft .. st.~ti",,, with " ' reet to the S W I K, PRJ - Prill"'" Fd"' ... rd 1 ,I~t><I s. 
The first DEIMEC cruise served 10 survey the area around the ridge. focussing on the 
Andrew Bain Fracture Zone. T"o rronlal reatures "ere encountered. (he southern branch 
of the SAF and (he APF. The fi,rmer exhibited a high degree or meandering wlnle the 
latter was wn~entraled within a narrow hand al 51"S. More importanlly. it "as 
established that lhe rraclur~ zon~ mnslricled the no" ohhe Ace acling a' a choke point 
(Froneman e/ aI. , 20(2). A rich mesozooplanklOn community structure "as also observed 
in the region. particularly close to lhe APF (Bernard and Froneman. 20(3), At thaI stage. 
the main objectivc to hydrographicaily characterise lhe sea surface heighl anomalies at 










their source regIOn and their decay still remained unaddressed. At best, DEIMEC-I 
provided further evidence of the dynamic and variable nature of the ACC in that region 
and the direct impact this has on the biology. 
Prior to the DEIMEC-II cruise, altimetric products were used to locate three potential sea 
surface height anomalies near the ridge. The survey was then set up to investigate these 
anomalies. The anomalies were all found to coincide with eddies confirming earlier 
hypothesis (Pakhomov et a!., 2003). Water masses at the core of these features were 
characteristic of either Sub-Antarctic Surface Water (SASW) or Antarctic Surface Water 
(AASW). Two positive anti-clockwise SSHA were associated with relatively warmer 
SASW while the negative clockwise SSHA entrained fresher and colder AASW. Of the 
two warm eddies, the one closer to the islands had a weaker TIS signature, giving an 
indication of the decay of the feature. Moreover, the APF was found to show extensive 
meandering, in contrast to what was observed in DEIMEC-I. Two surface drifters 
deployed during the survey further demonstrated that the turbulence principally consisted 
of series of eddies travelling east (Ansorge and Lutjeharms, 2005). 
A sharp SSH gradient, altimetrically identified, was found to correspond closely to an 
intense front during DEIMEC-III. A detailed hydrographic study of the front revealed 
that it consisted of both the SAF and the APF (Ansorge et al., 2004). The juxtaposition of 
these two frontal systems once more highlighted the variable nature of the physical 
dynamics induced by the ridge and the fracture zone on the ACC. Highest values of total 
integrated chlorophyll_a (22.8 mg chl-a m-2) were observed to coincide with the location 
of this double front, while elsewhere, values ranged between 4 and 11 mg chl-a m-2• 
The last in the series of the DEIMEC cruises, undertaken in 2005, extensively surveyed 
an intense « -40 cm) negative SSH anomaly (An sorge et a!., 2006). As anticipated, the 
anomaly was found to match the position of a cold eddy. The feature was about 200 km 
in diameter and more than 1 km deep. Water masses associated with this eddy suggested 
unambiguously that the feature originated south of the APF. This particularly interesting 











Levine (1981) have suggested that mesoscale features in the Southern Ocean could playa 
crucial role in meridional heat flux required to compensate heat loss through air-sea 
interactions. With that in mind, the total available heat and salt anomaly associated with 
the eddy relative to the surrounding was calculated (Ansorge et ai., 2006; Swart et al., 
2008). 
At the culmination of the DEIMEC programme, the mam objectives to follow the 
advection of eddies from their source region, to hydrographically characterise them and 
to study their biological impact had been reached. The collocation observed after MOES-
II and MIOS-II between sea surface height anomalies and marine eddies had 
unequivocally been established. 
Nonetheless, the hostile environment of the Southern Ocean hampers hydrographic 
expeditions to such extent that these are usually limited to austral summers. A continuous 
dataset is necessary in order to understand numerous processes associated with the ACe. 
Unfortunately, in spite of having excellent spatial and temporal coverage, satellite remote 
sensing is limited to providing information for the upper skin of the sea surface only. 
Numerical models, on the other hand, provide an efficient representation of the complex 
ocean dynamics. Moreover, the simulation of oceanic processes provides information 
even in data-sparse regions. 
2.2. Model Studies of the South-West Indian Ridge Region to date. 
Ranging from simple mechanistic to complex simulation, models are widely used. 
Different kinds of numerical models are available, namely, primitive equations models, 
coastal models, and coupled ocean-atmosphere models. 
In order to investigate the dynamic nature of the Southern Ocean, an eddy-resolving 
model with sufficiently high horizontal resolution is needed. The Fine Resolution 
Antarctic Model (The FRAM group, 1991) is arguably the first major primitive equation 











and de Cuevas, 1995; Best et a!., 1999). Of particular importance, the meridional 
overturning was observed to occur along isopycnal surfaces (Ooos and Webb, 1994). The 
FRAM Atlas (Webb et ai., 1991), a collection of temperature, salinity, velocity and 
pressure snapshots from the FRAM model, was critical in the design of oceanographic 
cruises in the Southern Ocean as part of the WOCE programme. 
Many major model studies of the Southern Ocean and of the ACC have been carried out. 
Building on the Semtner and Chervin's Global Model (Semtner and Chervin, 1988), 
Maltrud et ai. (1998) produced the faster Parallel Ocean Program (POP) model which 
they have used to test various forcing combinations. Marsh et ai. (2000) have used the 
Miami Isopycnal Coordinate Ocean Model (MICOM; Bleck et ai., 1997) to investigate 
the water mass transformation in the Southern Ocean. MICOM uses a vertical coordinate 
system that favours horizontal mixing along surfaces of constant density. The CSIRO 
coupled ocean-atmosphere model (Gordon and O'Farrell, 1997) has been used to 
understand the Southern Ocean response to climatic changes (Hirst, 1999) and more 
recently, the Ocean Circulation and Climate Advanced Modelling (OCCAM) project 
(Webb et ai., 1998a) has been used to study eddy related transport in the Antarctic (Lee 
and Coward, 2003). 
In the vicinity of the SWIR, two simple free inertial jet model (Niiler and Robinson, 
1967) studies have been undertaken. This particular model describes the balance between 
the curvature of the current, the planetary vorticity (~- latitudinal change in Coriolis 
effect) and the stretching caused by topography so as to maintain constant transport. 
Gouretski and Oanilov (1993) have presented results of the first regional simulations of 
the flow at the SWIR. They initiated five jets between 49.5°S and 51.5°S along 22°E, four 
of which showed a sharp southward excursion through the ABFZ and meandering east of 
the ridge. They further noted that the deflection of the jets were in response to bottom 
velocities varying between 1 - 8 cms- I . More importantly, their results further confirmed 
that the fracture zone indeed constricted the flow of the ACC causing it to meander and 











Park (1999) revealed that bottom velocities between 2 and 4 cms-1 are sufficient to 
dissever the SAF and the APF. This is a direct result of the topographic control of the 
SWIR on the primarily barotropic ACe. 
2.3. Summary. 
Following the MOES-II and MIaS-II surveys, the complexity of the physical setting of 
the Prince Edward Islands was established. The increased biological activity previously 
only observed around the islands was found to be in direct response to the physical 
dynamics at the South-West Indian Ridge (Froneman et aI., 1999; Pakhomov et aI., 
2000b). The SAF and APF, carrying the core of the ACC, are highly variable east of the 
ridge (Pakhomov et aI., 1998, 2003; Perissinotto et aI., 2000; Lutjeharms et al., 2002). 
On occasion, the SAF splits into a northern and southern branch. Moreover, the southern 
branch of the SAF tends to merge with the APF at the ridge forming a double front 
(Pakhomov et al., 2000b; Froneman et aI., 2002) and creating a distinct biological barrier 
(Bernard and Froneman, 2003; Ansorge et al., 2004). Close to the islands, the SAF is 
deflected north-eastward (An sorge et al., 1999; Pakhomov et aI., 2000b). Further east, in 
the Enderby Basin, the ACC is highly fragmented (Holliday and Read, 1998; Pollard and 
Read, 2001) primarily as a result of the loss in topographic control of the APF. 
Satellite altimetry provided further insight on the turbulence observed close to the islands. 
Eddies generated at the SWIR, as a result of the conservation of vorticity as the ACC is 
channelled through the Andrew Bain Fracture Zone, closely correlate to sea surface 
height anomalies from altimetry (Ansorge and Lutjeharms, 2003, 2005; Pakhomov et al., 
2003; Ansorge et aI., 2004, 2006). The DEIMEC programme (Figure 2.2) allowed 
detailed hydrographic studies of these mesoscale features. Table 1 summarises what 
transpired from these surveys. Latest results further suggest that the enhanced mesoscale 
variability associated with the ridge could have profound climatological impact, not only 











The SWIR region stands out in a relatively quiescent surrounding. The oceaniC 
environment around the Prince Edward Islands sustains the abundant bird life and marine 
Cold Eddies Warm Eddies 
Sea Surface Height Anomaly Negative Positive 
Intense SSHA < -30 cm (8) > +25 cm (A) 
< -40 cm (D) > +40 cm (8) 
Number ofIntense SSHAlyear 3 (D) 
Rotation Clockwise Anti-Clockwise 
Diameter 125 km (8) 250km (8) 
175 - 200 km (0, E) 
Depth > 1000 m (D) > 800m (8) 
Geostrophic speed (boundary) 0.69 ms· 1 (8) 0.35 - 0.5 ms- I (8) 
0.45 - 1.40 ms- I (D) 
Geostrophic speed (core) 0.08 - 0.10 ms- 1 (D) 0.08 - 0.10 ms- 1 (8) 
Surface Water AASW SASW 
< 4°C, < 33.70 (C) > 5°C, > 33.85 (C) 
4.2 - 4.4°C, (D) 
33.77 - 33.83 (D) 
Sub-Surface Water WW Salinity Maximum 
< O.4°C, 34.1 (D) 4.09°C, 34.1 (8) 
Advection speed 2 - 5 km/day (A) 2 - 5 km/day (A) 
4 - 8 km/day (8) 
2 km/day (D) 
Longevity 7 - II months (0, E) 9 - 11 months (A) 
Available Heat Anomaly -5.3 X IOllJ J (E) 
Available Salt Anomaly -6.34 x 10" kg (E) 
Table 1: Hydrographic characteristics of cold and wann eddy based on CTD, XBT, drifter and float data 
following MOES-II, MIOS-II, DEIMEC cruises. (A) - Ansorge and Lutjehanns, (2003); (B) - Ansorge and 











mammals found on the islands. Grey-headed albatrosses from the islands have been 
tracked and there is evidence that these birds feed on the edges of eddies generated at the 
ridge (Nel et aI., 2001). On-going research, seeking to understand the behaviour of 
mammals on the islands, has shown that seals adopt a similar trajectory in their foraging 
preference (Jonker and Bester, 1998). The ecological dependence on these transient 
mesoscale features may therefore be profound. 
In response to an average warming of the Southern Ocean by 0.17°C observed by Gille 
(2002) since the 1950s, Weimerskirch et al. (2003) have postulated a system shift from 
observations on the behaviour of sub-antarctic top predators. It is likely that this 
suggested latitudinal shift in the Southern Ocean regime could have an impact on the 
structure and intensity of the ACC frontal systems and could affect, adversely or 
otherwise, the distribution of zooplankton usually associated with these fronts (Pakhomov 
and McQuaid, 1996). A recent study has revealed that over the last 50 years, sea surface 
temperature at Marion Island has risen by 1.4°C (Melice et aI., 2003). Rouault et al. 
(2005) have attributed the observed warming to a change in mid-latitude climate and the 
semi-annual oscillation. The sensitivity of eddy generation in response to this increase in 
sea surface temperatures remains to be investigated. 
Mathematical formulation of the ocean dynamics have helped to successfully elucidate 
many questions about important processes in the world's ocean. For example, the FRAM 
model was used to investigate the variability of the south ACC front close to South 
Georgia (Thorpe et at., 2002; Ward et aI., 2002). In all likelihood, using numerical 
models to investigate the conglomerate nature of the flow of the ACC in the vicinity of 










3. RESEARCH QUESTIONS. 
The fact that the physical environment of the Prince Edward Islands is extremely variable 
and productive, has been subject of much interest (An sorge and Lutjeharms, 2000; 
McQuaid and Froneman, 2004). Despite the enormous research efforts undertaken over 
the last two decades, some important questions remain unaddressed. 
The variability in the South-West Indian Ridge region is primarily characterized by 
mesoscale features, eddies, whose geneses result from the ACC's interaction with the 
ridge. The edges of these features may retain nutrients and have been shown to be a 
preferential foraging ground for birds and mammals living on the archipelago (Jonker and 
Bester, 1998; Nel et aI., 2001). The underlying mechanism favouring the possible 
retention of nutrients round the edges of eddies has been inferred (Nel et aI., 2001) and 
remains inconclusive. The plankton community structure is very dependent on nutrient 
exchanges that are associated with these fugacious features suggesting that the turbulence 
at the ridge has far reaching ecological implications. It is therefore necessary to 
understand the exact nature of the chemistry and the subsequent impact on plankton 
communities and higher trophic predators. 
The manne ecosystem of the region appears to depend strongly on the meridional 
exchanges of water masses by eddies. The high temporal variability in the position of the 
SAF and APF suggest that exchanges in water masses may also vary in time. In addition, 
the SAF and APF have been observed to merge at times forming a distinguishable 
biological boundary (Bernard and Froneman, 2003). The precise effect of such merging 
of these two hydrological barriers on eddy generation and trajectory is yet to be 
investigated. 
The two primary components responsible for the unstable and seemingly unpredictable 
flow at the South-West Indian Ridge are the ACC and the ridge itself. Resolving the 
precise role of the ridge in causing the turbulence could be one step closer towards 











That would entail presetting the other key components and varying the nature of the ridge 
to study its influence. Similarly, how does varying the ACC flux immediately upstream 
the Andrew Bain Fracture Zone affect eddy genesis? These open questions are more of 
academic interest than having direct impact on the ecology of the subantarctic islands 
downstream. 
It is agreed that the Southern Ocean is very vulnerable to climatic changes that have been 
observed globally (Gille, 2002). The proposed system shift of Weimerskirch et a!. (2003) 
suggests that the latitudinal mean position and structure of frontal systems associated 
with the ACC could change. In addition to the SWIR, the APF within the ACC is another 
key component responsible for the variability at the ridge. It remains uncertain how 
sensitive the process of eddy generation would be at the ridge in response to these 
possible changes in climatic conditions. 
Despite the increasing number of hydrographic sections and ARGO profiles available in 
that region, these questions still can not be address entirely. The need to model the SWIR 
region has become necessary and is the next logical step in understanding the observed 
and well documented dynamics. The Ocean Circulation and Climate Advanced 
Modelling (OCCAM) project was initiated in the early 1990s. Building on the previous 
successful Fine Resolution Antarctic Model (The FRAM group, 1991), the primary aim 
of the project, was to study the global ocean circulation in an attempt to further our 
understanding of the ocean climate and its prediction. The model outputs have been 
widely and successfully used in Southern Ocean related studies (e.g. Lee et a!., 2002, 
2007; Pollard and Read 2001; Drijfhout et a!., 2003; Lee and Coward, 2003). 
3.1. Aims of the Study - Key Questions. 
This study proposes to use model outputs from OCCAM to study the circulation at the 
South-West Indian Ridge. The availability of a comprehensive long-term dataset with 
high vertical (66-levels) and horizontal (up to l/12th of a degree) resolutions and the 











dynamics of the SWIR regIOn. Section 1 of chapter 4 elaborates on the model's 
configuration. 
Prior to using any numerical model, it is vital to ensure that the model correctly 
represents the status-quo. This is particularly important for a localised study, such as the 
SWIR region, where the flow of the ACC is so variable. This study focuses mainly on 
assessing OCCAM's representation of the dynamics at the SWIR. In order to keep the 
task manageable, the strengths and weaknesses of the model are addressed in three parts. 
1. How well does OCCAM depict the general circulation of the SWIR region? 
The circulation of the S WIR region is assessed in chapter 5 by looking at mean fields 
of sea surface temperature, near-surface velocity and eddy kinetic energy. The 
average locations of the major frontal systems are also evaluated. In addition, the 
larger-scale dynamics under the influence of the ridge are investigated. 
2. Does OCCAM adequately represent mesoscale features generated at the ridge? 
The notable characteristic ofthe SWIR region is the fact that disturbances to the mean 
flow occur at the ridge and propagate eastwards. The nature of the turbulence is 
mainly characterised by meanders and eddies. In order to address this question (in 
chapter 6), it is vital to distinguish between deformation and rotation when locating 
and tracking mesoscale features. This study adopts a method (described in section 
4.5.2) proposed by Isem-Fontanet et al. (2003) to help correctly identify and follow 
eddies. The focus here is set on intense (ISLAI > 30 em), well-defined and persistent 
(longevity of at least 2-3 months) features. 
3. How do eddies at the SWIR change with age? 
A serious limitation of using direct hydrographic measurements is the inability of 











at times even fail to capture data of acceptable quality. In the literature, information 
about the decay of anomalies has been inferred from aItimetric observations, where 
the anomalous sea surface height signature of eddies gradually decreases. Eddies have 
been shown to reach depths of at least 1000 m and there are indications that they may 
reach even deeper. Using a model, such as OCCAM, to study eddies at the SWIR 
provides a unique opportunity to examine their decay and water mass transformation. 
How are the physical characteristics of intense eddies changing downstream of the 
ridge? This question is particularly important in understanding the biological 
implications of mesoscale features in that region. High levels of chlorophyll_ a have 
been observed at the edges of cold eddies suggesting an abundant concentration of 
zooplankton entrained by these features (Bernard et ai., 2007; Ansorge et ai., 
submitted). This enhanced biological activity in tum provides a foraging ground for 
top predators from the Prince Edward Islands. The decay of eddies tracked in chapter 
6 are studied further in chapter 7. 
For the purpose of the study, the SWIR region is defined by the area bounded by lOoE-
500 E and 44°S - 58°S (Figure 4.4, pg 30). The area chosen is clear of the highly variable 
Agulhas regime south of Africa (Figure 2.1, pg 7) to avoid contamination from features 












4. DATA AND METHODS. 
A wealth of data, ranging from in-situ measurements to remotely sensed data, is 
nowadays available to assist the study of the world's oceans. The oceanographic 
community is not restricted to using historical hydrographic data which, aside from being 
sparse, on many occasions made use of inaccurate equipment leading to inhomogeneous 
datasets. This study draws data from various independent datasets. 
4.1. The OCCAM Model. 
Most high resolution ocean models are based on the pioneering work of Bryan, Cox and 
Semtner (Bryan, 1969; Semtner, 1974; Cox, 1984) and OCCAM is no exception. In any 
ocean numerical model, crucial assumptions are made. These are embedded in the 
primitive equations derived by Bryan (1969). 
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u - Horizontal velocity. 
S - Salinity. 
p - Pressure. 
D - Diffusion term. 
w - Vertical velocity. 
T - Potential Temperature. 
p- Density. 
F - Forcing term. 
The horizontal momentum equation (1) incorporates the assumption that small changes to 
density are neglected, unless the effect is on the horizontal pressure gradient. The 
hydrostatic equation (4) assumes that the vertical velocities, being small, can be ignored. 
The continuity equation (5) takes into account the assumption that the ocean is 
incompressible. Equation (2) and (3) describe the three dimensional advection and 
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Figure 4.1: Vertical and horizontal arrangement of variables. (a) In the vertical plane, tracers and 
horizontal velocities are defined at the centre of the box (Adapted from Cox, \984). dz represents 
the thickness of the k'th box and level k = N represents the bottom box which is partially filled 
(see text). (b) The arrangement of variables in the horizontal plane follows the Arakawa-B grid 
(Adapted from Bryan, \969). ~ and ~y are the horizontal resolution in longitude and latitude 
respectively. The velocity grid is offset from the tracer grid by '!,~ and '!,~y. 
The equations (1) - (6) are solved in discrete, equal time-steps. Time-stepping is achieved 
using the leapfrog (mid-point rule or step-over) scheme, the Euler scheme and the 
Matsuno (Euler-backward) predictor-corrector scheme. The latter is used as a correction 
to prevent splitting of the solution on even and odd time-steps (Webb et aI., I 998a). A 











The barotropic and baroclinic part of the ocean are calculated separately and Table 2 
gives the time-steps used for the 10 , 1// and 1/120 horizontal resolution. 
1 0 1/4 0 1/ 0 12 
Time-step for tracers and 
3600 900 300 
baroclinic velocities 
Time-step for barotropic velocities 72 18 6 
Table 2: Time-step (in seconds) used for the barotropic and baroclinic parts of the calculations at different 
resolution. 
The OCCAM model uses a scaled coordinate in the vertical (Marti et aI., 1992). In this 
scaled coordinate, the level spacing is equal. Variables are defined in the middle of the 
k'th box (Figure 4.1 a). The relationship between depth z and level k is given by 
z(k) = depth of the bottom of the k'th layer 
a = 10725.0 
b = 10275.0 
c = 36.0 
d= 13.0 
(Values of the constants are for 
the OCCAM 66-Levels runs). 
The arrangement of variables in the horizontal follows the so-called Arakawa-B grid 
(Arakawa, 1966). The velocity grid is offset from the tracer grid by half the horizontal 
resolution (Figure 4.1 b). The advantages of using this grid method are outlined in Webb 
et al. (1998a) - better representation of ocean fronts and simpler velocity boundary 
conditions. 
OCCAM - Original Version. 
The original OCCAM code was adapted from the Modular Ocean Model (MOM) 











, ,t" '"' the~. ·11 <.t I"d' .. " 1<;00 
(Webb. 19%). Three important improvem~nls were made. details of "'hich are 
thoroughly described in Webb et al. (I 998a). First, the rigid-lid was replaced with a free 
surla~e ""heme that used a tidal model \0 resolve the barotropic equations. SeC{}m!iy, 
til!iowinll a m~thod d~veloped by Webb el al. (1998b). the advection scheme was 
improved. Finally. the OCCAM model introdllced two model grid, in lh~ horimntal to 
avoid singularity at the North Poic. 
Replacing Bryan', (1969) rigi<.l-li<.l approximation requires considering the effect of high 
freql1Cr1cy ,urfoce grdvity wav~s. ' I he main benefit of the rigid~lid approximation was that 
the lime-,tep used in the Bryan's model was increased by an order 01' magnitude, which 
had a <.Iirect desirable impact 011 sol"ing the e'lualions, The scheme adopted in OCCAM 
follows thaI descrih<--d by Killworth e/ ai. (1991) with sOme added features to increase its 
cflicicncy, A simple tidal model is used to resolve the baroiropic equations. 
Hg"r~ .f.2: Th~ OCCIIM ,,,,,del ~rids . . \1<xJeI I COvns the tndian, Poc;!ie, South IItlan,ic 
otld Soothe", Oco","; whik Model 2 CO""'' the i':orth lItiM,ic.tld Artie 0<0."'. Modd 2 i. 
rototed (,"ho~,","II,. i\lld ",od, MoJci I aL the Equ.tor in the Atlantic (Coward <'I " ,- , 1 ""41. 
The Quadrati~ I:pstr~am Interpolated for Con,'ective Kinematics (QlIICK) a<.lvection 
scheme by u'onard (1979) was improved by Webb e/ a/.. (1998h) resulting in the 
'v1odiJied Split-QUICK (MSQ) s.;;heme. This scheme can be u'ed to simulate advection of 










tracers both in the horizontal and in the vertical. The Split-QUICK (SQ) scheme 
effectively splits the QUICK operator into two terms - the first term being the fourth 
order advection operator and the second term, the velocity dependent biharmonic 
diffusion operator. There is no loss in efficiency in the SQ scheme. In the MSQ, 
increased accuracy is achieved by modifying the advection operator. 
In the horizontal, a unique setup is adopted in OCCAM where two model grids are 
defined (Coward et ai., 1994). Model I is used for the Indian, Pacific, South Atlantic and 
Southern Oceans and Model 2 covers the North Atlantic and the Arctic Oceans (Figure 
4.2). The main reason for this peculiar setup is to avoid convergence of the longitudes in 
the Arctic Ocean. Otherwise, a very small time-step would be needed to adequately 
resolve the equations and this would be computationally very expensive. The boundaries 
between Model 1 and 2 are defined at the Equator in the Atlantic and in the Bering Strait, 
where a simple channel model is used to link the two models. 
OCCAM - Final Version. 
The original version of the OCCAM model had 36 levels in the vertical and a horizontal 
resolution of l;4 of a degree. In the late 1990s, major changes were made and the physics 
of the model was improved. A new generation of the OCCAM global ocean model was 
then developed. The setup of this version is documented by Coward and de Cuevas 
(2005). A summary of the model setup is described next. 
The vertical resolution was increased to 66 levels. The motivating factor for this increase 
was to achieve better representation of the mixed-layer dynamics. With 14 levels in the 
upper 100 m, the euphotic zone can be modelled not only physically, but also 
biogeochemically. To that end, a hierarchy of OCCAM runs with various horizontal 
resolutions was introduced and the OCCAM 10 model was extended to incorporate the 
biogeochemical oxygen and carbon cycle. Sinha and Yool (2006) have provided a 
complete technical discussion of this major coupling task. In addition to the increased 












The Pacanowski and Philander (1981) vertical mixing scheme was replaced by the K-
Profile Parameterisation (KPP) proposed by Large et al. (1994). The KPP scheme is an 
oceanic boundary layer model which effectively simulates the exchanges between the 
boundary layer and the thermocline. Moreover, given correct surface forcing and 
advection, the KPP scheme ensures satisfactory results irrespective of the vertical 
resolution and coordinate system used. 
Isopycnal mixing was introduced in an attempt to represent changes to water properties 
better in the non eddy-resolving version of OCCAM. A discretisation method by Gent 
and McWilliam (1990) was used to calculate the isopycnal diffusive flux for tracers in the 
1/4
0 eddy-permitting simulation. The 1/120 on the other hand is eddy-resolving and 
therefore should not require the implementation of an isopycnal mixing scheme. 
The topography used in OCCAM 66-levels is derived from a number of products namely 
the Sandwell and Smith (1995) topography, the International Bathymetric Chart of the 
Arctic Ocean (IBCAO; lakobsson et ai., 2000) and the US Digital Bathymetric Data Base 
12 minute data (DBDB5, 1983). OCCAM uses partial bottom cells (Pacanowski and 
Gnanadesikan, 1998) in order to better match the bottom topography. In the bottom box, 
tracers are still defined at the centre of the box (Figure 4.1 a). 
A sea-Ice model has been coupled with OCCAM providing accurate and detailed 
simulation of sea ice evolution and ocean circulation (Aksenov, 2002). The model 
consists of two distinct parts. Based on Semtner's (1976) thermodynamics, the model's 
thermodynamical part caters for the sea-ice thermal evolution. The dynamical part of the 
model consists of components such as the momentum balance, the elastic-viscous-plastic 
ice rheology and the ice advection and adjustments. The combination of these two crucial 
parts makes the ocean-ice coupled model versatile to various frameworks and convenient, 
lending itself to experiments of academic interest. 
The model tracer fields were initialised using the WOCE SAC climatology, the World 











and de Cuevas, (2005). Surface forcing in the OCCAM 66-levels is achieved using a bulk 
layer formulation for heat and momentum. This eliminates the need for surface potential 
temperature relaxation. Atmospheric fields such as the 10m wind speed; the 2 m air 
temperature and specific humidity; cloud fraction, solar radiation and precipitation, have 
been combined with the top level potential temperature to calculate the wind stress, the 
turbulent fluxes and the net long wave radiation. The 6-hourly wind speed, air 
temperature and specific humidity were obtained from NCEP reanalysis (Kalnay et al., 
1996). Monthly precipitation is a combination of satellite microwave data and 
observations (Spencer, 1993; Xie and Arkin, 1996), while cloud fraction and solar 
radiation data are from the ISCCP dataset (Rossow and Schi ffer, 1991). 
Properly representing the precipitation and evaporation is of essence because of their 
effects on the height of the free surface and the salinity of the top layers. The fresh water 
flux is calculated using the precipitation field and evaporation (calculated from the air-sea 
transfer equations). Salinity relaxation towards the monthly Levitus et al. (1998) is still 
used over the upper 20 m with a 45 days time scale. This is an attempt to ensure that the 
lack of explicit runoff and any deficiencies in the precipitation fields are accounted for. 
Model Outputs. 
Various runs of the OCCAM 66-level global ocean model have been made. The OCCAM 
10 model is widely used for testing purposes before implementing any schemes. 
Moreover, many experiments have been carried out at that resolution (e.g. the 
biogeochemical model coupling). The present study uses Run 103 e /40 horizontal 
resolution) and 401 e /120 horizontal resolution) between the years 1989 - 1998 
(inclusive). Both runs have no initial spin-up since a 1/120 spin-up would be 
computationally very expensive. The advantage of this approach is that both runs would 
lend themselves to direct comparison (de Cuevas, personal communication). The runs 
start from year 1985 to year 2004. Run 401, however, only reached year 1999 at the time 
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Figure 4.3 shows [h" a~cumulatoo monthly averaged lranspon for the Ace at the Drake 
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transport a' well a, SOme degree of annual and intcr-annual variability is observed. These 
values rea~onably rail within the range of calculated full-depth estimates of ACe 
transport in previou, work (e.g. Whitworth and Pct~'rson , 1985; Cunningham e/ a/ .. 2003: 
Park e/ a/., 2001; Rintoul and Sokolov, 2001 : Legcais el a/ .• 2005). ~orth Atlantic !leep 
V,rater (NADV,r) being added in the South Atlantic accounts for the additional transport 











Deep Water (COW) in the south-west Indian Ocean sector of the Southern Ocean as 
observed by Read and Pollard (1993). South of Australia, Yeremchuck et al. (2001) 
estimated the ACC transport to be 151 ± 50 Sv. 
Coward and de Cuevas (2005) have given a detailed description of all the variables 





U component of horizontal velocity. 
V component of horizontal velocity. 
2-D Fields 
Sea Surface Height. 
Sea Level Pressure. 
(The velocity fields are total barotropic and baroclinic velocity). 
The 10-year (31 Dec 1988 - 29 Dec 1998) 5-day-mean data were extracted in MA TLAB 
.MAT data format. The 1/4° (OC-4) run of the model is eddy permitting while the 1/12° 
(OC-12) is eddy resolving, with a grid size of ~9.3 x ~5.8 km over the SWIR domain. 
The SWIR region being characterised by high levels of mesoscale turbulence, the 1/12° 
run is favoured over the 1/4°. Both runs are used for the initial model validation of the 
SWIR region. The finer resolution is further used for a detailed investigation of the 
model's representation of turbulence at the ridge. 
4.2. Hydrographic Sections. 
Although over the last decade, many cruise expeditions were made to the Prince Edward 
Islands and around the South-West Indian Ridge region, only two major cruise sections 
are used in this study. The OCCAM model output used in this study is only available for 
the years 1989 to 1998 (inclusive). Therefore, for consistency in comparison the choice of 












'1 he wOeE (World Ocean Circulalion Fxpt'rimenl) Hydrographic Prof"L1c section 106 
along JO"E has been occupied 1wiec by two cruises namely CIVA"i and ClVA-2 on 
board the French ves>c1. Ihe RV Marion l)ufresnc (Park and Charriaud. 1\197: Purk 1."1 al .. 
1993. 2()()1). The elVA- I crui,e was undertaken from January - March 1993 fro~ 6ifS 
to 44"S with 52 full-deplh CTI) slalions. The ClVA-2 cruise. March 1996. was a repeat 
ofth~ ClVA-l cruise und completing the gap belween 44°S and Attica "ilh a total of 94 
full-depth CTl) stations. Neil-Rrown CTDs w~re used in bolh cruises wilh ,"lalion 
intervals of 20 nautical miles ncar fronlal regiotlS extending to 40 nautical 01 i les '<-oulh of 
5JoS. 
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The South-West Indian Ocean Experiment (SWINDEX) was undertaken in March - May 
1993 on board of the RV Discovery (Voyage 201). This WOCE ISSOI expedition 
consisted of four sections, three of which were made across the Antarctic Polar Front 
between 28°E and 50oE. The expedition, with a total of 97 full-depth CTD stations, 
served to observe the structure of the ACC and the path taken by the current when 
encountering the Crozet Plateau (Pollard et aI., 1994). 
The CIVA and SWINDEX datasets were downloaded from the WOCE Hydrographic 
Program Office (WHPO) online data centre. Figure 4.4 shows the tracks and stations for 
the three cruises and sections used in this study. 
4.3. Drifters. 
The WOCE Surface Velocity Program (now Global Drifter Program) has, since 1990, 
seeded the world's ocean with numerous surface drifters. The aims of the program are to 
map the global currents and temperature in the surface mixed layer, to improve 
parameterisation and verify models and to obtain the distribution of horizontal kinetic 
energy (WOCE-SVP report No.1, 1988). The data used for this study was acquired from 
the Data Assembly Centre (DAC) at the Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological 
Laboratory (AOML). The DAC is responsible to diligently apply uniform quality control, 
edit and interpolate data into 6-hour intervals using the kriging method. The WOCE-GDP 
laid out strict standards to ensure acquisition of reliable and homogeneous data. 
Furthermore, drifters were drogued at a depth of 15 m, designed to increase the drag area 
ratio, in order to reduce to a strict minimum the value of the erroneous velocity 
component due to the direct wind action. 
The dataset used in this study consists of all drifter velocity data available for the region 











4.4. Satellite Remote Sensing Data. 
Having the advantage of looking at a vast area in a relatively short time, remotely sensed 
ocean parameters offer a quasi-synoptic view of the sea surface. This is ideal for studying 
both the short and long term variability of the oceans. For the purpose of this study, two 
remote sensing products were used, namely, satellite altimetry and sea surface 
temperature. 
Altimetry. 
Satellite altimetry uses active sensors, emitting pulses and measuring the time taken for 
the reflection to reach the sensor. Two main types of altimetry products are available, 
near-real time (NRT) and delayed time (DT). Furthermore, data can be obtained either 
from a single satellite or merged multi-altimeter missions. Merged data significantly 
reduces error in mapping (Le Traon et aI., 1998) and DT products are more precise than 
NRT products (SSAL TOIDUACS, 2006). Merged products have been shown to give 
more realistic estimates of sea surface height, geostrophic velocity and energy than 
single-mission products (Ducet et aI., 2000). 
Delayed-time merged products from two satellites, TopexIPoseidon and ERS-1I2 or 
Jason-I and Envisat, were used in this study. Data from each mission are homogenised 
and quality controlled separately, with tidal and inverse barometer corrections applied. 
Prior to merging, a cross-calibration process ensures that long wavelength errors and any 
biases are accounted for. Finally, the merged products are quality controlled before being 
available for download (SSAL TOIDUACS, 2006). 
The horizontal resolution of the gridded data is 1/3 of a degree on a Mercator grid which is 
on average 23.2 km over the SWIR domain. Seven-day mean Sea Level Anomaly (SLA) 
and sea surface geostrophic current data for the period between 14 Oct ] 992 and 18 Jan 












Sea surface temperature (SST) remotely sensed from space is passive. The Japanese 
Advance Microwave Scanning Radiometer (AMSR-E) launched on board of the NASA 
Aqua satellite in 2002 measures important geophysical parameters such as SST and sea 
surface winds. Complete and continuous measurement is achieved by the ability of the 
sensor to see through clouds. Missing SST values are generally attributed to sun glint, 
high wind speed (> 20 ms- I ) and near sea ice. 
The AMSR-E dataset used for this study consists of weekly SST products downloaded 
via ftp for the period between 01 Jun 2002 and 23 Sep 2006. Horizontal resolution of the 
gridded data is 0.25° x 0.25°. The Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (IRMM) 
Microwave Imager (TMl) provides a longer dataset of uninterrupted SST measurements. 
However, TMI's equatorial orbit limits observations to latitudes between 40~ and 400 S. 
4.5. Data Manipulation and Methods. 
The datasets used for this study were obtained from different sources (details of which 
can be found in the Acknowledgement section). The processing required prior analysis 
was dependent on the format of the data acquired. Hydrographic and drifter data were 
available in ASCII format, satellite data (altimetry and AMSR-E) were downloaded in 
NetCDF and output from the OCCAM model were extracted in MA TLAB .MA T data-
files. 
The Ocean Data View (ODV) software, freely available online, offers an interactive 
environment in which gridded data can be imported and geographically plotted with ease 
(Schlitzer, 2007). ODV is designed to enable straight forward import of WOCE-WHP 
data. Moreover, ASCII data in spreadsheet format can also be read and imported. For this 
reason, ODV was chosen to plot the ClV A and SWINDEX hydrographic sections as well 
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MATLAFl i, a high-level, general purpose, s~ienlili~ programming looguage that 
proviues an environment lor uala manipulations anu graphical representations. With its 
ability to perform calculations with maximal numerical procision and its versatility, 
I\1A I'LA!} has now proven itself to be very popular amongst the scientific and 
engineering community. Simple scripts and functions can he wrinen to perform routine 
proceuur~ .... on matrix uata Auvanee algorithms are available enabling uata analysis anu 
visualisation o[outputs. M_map is a set of mapping lOols fi,r MArJ.AFl whic·h is freel)· 
availahle online (Pawlowi~7, 2006). I laving a coa~tlinc and bathymetry resolution of ';." 
anu 1" respedivciy. m_map libraries were used to produce final plots after analysis. 
Remote sensing products were availablc in NctCDF (Network Common Data I'orm) 
format. This acclaimeu method to store anu sh",e scientillc uata requires an interlace for 
data access. The necessary interface was downloadeu. 'v1ATI.AFl scripts and fundions 
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4.5.1. General Circulation at the Ridge. 
The repeat CIVA lines and the SWINDEX line were used as a reference to investigate the 
general position and structure of the frontal bands associated with the ACC in the S WIR 
region. Sections of potential temperature and salinity were drawn for the upper 930 m for 
both datasets. The drifter velocity dataset was used in an attempt to compare OCCAM's 
(OC-4 and OC-12) representation of the near-surface circulation in the SWIR region. The 
drifter dataset was initially processed to remove data from undrogued drifters before 
being spatially averaged over lOx 10 grids. Surface temperature and kinetic energy were 
derived from the AMSR-E and altimetry respectively. 
4.5.2. Identification and Tracking of Eddies. 
OCCAM Sea Surface Height from 5-day-mean fields were averaged over the ten years 
period (meanSSH) and the individual Sea Level Anomaly (SLAt) fields were calculated. 
The inverse barometer effect, stating that sea level rises by ~ 1 cm per 1 millibar decrease 
in pressure, was taken into account to give 
SLAt (em) = SSHt - meanSSH - O.995(meanSLP - SLPJ. 
where meanSLP = 1010.98 mb; SSHt = Sea Surface Height at time t and SLPt = Sea 
Level Pressure at time t. 
Two potential methods of identifying mesoscale oceanic eddies were explored. Firstly, 
Gairola et al. (2001) have detected eddy signatures from altimetry using dynamic 
topography. They used a matched-filtering method after applying all possible correction 
to the raw data. Their technique was found to be suitable for locating eddy signatures 
along satellite tracks. Secondly, Isern-Fontanet et al. (2003), adopting a general method 
developed by Jeong and Hussain (1995), have derived a Q parameter representing the 
balance between shear strain rate and vorticity from a two-dimensional velocity field 
where 












Eddies are identified hy clusters of pmitive Q values, where in an elliptic fluid flow, 
rotation duminate' deformation. Choosing an adequat~ threshold for Q is ne<;es'>ary In 
order to capture coonected entities. However, the choice or a threshold is su hj~'Ctive. 
The sccOIld method was round to hoe mor~ appropriate to locate eddi~s within OCCA'v1 . 
Using the mod~1 horizontal velociti~s, the Q-lields "ere mkulated for ever:' 5-day-mean. 
Th~ SLA field (Figure 4.5a) fo,. model day 2390 (19 Jul 1991) is lI'ed a' an example to 
illustrate the choice of an adeqllate thre ,h(~d. I'igures 4.5b-d sho", regions identified 
"hen potential thresholds are applied to the Q·field, E~idemly, simply using Q ;. 0 s·, is 
much too lenient, capturing all regions "here rotation dominates dctonnation. So as to 
limit selection and only identif)' eddy cores, a higher thre,hold is n~cess.ar:. Choosing Q 
> 2 x I 0 I ~ s'! i, much too stringent "hile Q ;. I x I o·I G ,2 appears to hoe mor~ appropriate 
when compared to the SLA. 
Figur< 4 .• , SLA field (em) foc 01)90 ~v.,-[,id by tl .. ,electi'" fi elds, In bl.d, 0 :> I , 10'''' 
,-" Ui<lSLA >+ 15 cm()rSLA <· 15 cm.lnm.gcnt.,O > I < IO " ,'.nd SL A> + 30 om 
ocSLA<·.lOcm. 
Since this sludy focuses on identifying intense eddies hcing generated at the SWIR, only 
npplying a threshold to the Q Held docs not sul1ice. From Table I (pg 15), strong eddies 











5. GENERAL CIRCULATION AT THE RIDGE. 
The dynamic environment around the South-West Indian Ridge is a crucial component in 
the sustainability of the marine ecosystem of the region. Lying meridionally, the ridge 
confines the flow of the ACC, inducing its baroclinic instability. Direct hydrographic 
observations in that region have highlighted both the spatial and temporal nature of the 
variability (Ansorge and Lutjeharms, 2002, 2005; Ansorge et aI., 2006). The inherent 
limitation of hydrographic data is that it only provides a synoptic snapshot of the 
circulation at the time of each survey. Suitable monitoring capability is hampered by the 
difficulty of sampling using conventional ship-borne instruments coupled with the 
remoteness of the region. The new technological push in establishing a worldwide ARGO 
float network certainly offers an alternative option to sampling such remote regions. 
However, the lack of year round accessibility and seasonal extent of sea ice in the 
Southern Ocean have resulted in this region remaining under-sampled by the ARGO 
array. Consequently, changes on various timescales in the position of the fronts and their 
associated volume transport and speed can only be speculated. By contrast, modelling 
capabilities may provide the key to resolve these questions. 
This chapter addresses key question 1, where the general hydrographic setting of the 
SWIR region is described using the OCCAM model outputs, satellite data and available 
hydrographic and drifter data. In doing so, it will be possible to compare the reliability of 
OCCAM (OC-4 and OC-12) against in-situ data as well as better understand the general 
circulation of this region. Furthermore, the wider-scale circulation pertinent to the 
dynamics of that region is also discussed. It is anticipated that OC-12 will perform better 
at representing the dynamics at the ridge. 
5.1. Frontal Systems. 
Hydrographic sections across the ACC along 300 E and 400 E (CIVA and SWINDEX 
respectively) have been used as a reference for OCCAM in order to identify the position 











eddies and -30 cm for cold eddies. However, in order to aid feature tracking, SLA values 
greater than + 15 cm (and less than -15 cm) were used in conjunction with Q > 1 x 10-10 s-
2. Figure 4.6 shows the same SLA field as above overlaid by selection fields [Q > 1 x 10-
10 S-2; ISLAI > 15 cm] and [Q > 1 x 10-10 S-2; ISLAI > 30 cm]. The final selection fields 
shown in Figure 4.6 are slightly more rigorous than that shown in Figure 4.5c. However, 
they coincide well with the two negative anomalies centred at (48°S, 34°E) and (48.5°S, 
38°E). Using this method, it is clear in the example that not all anomalies are potential 
candidates. For instance, the positive anomaly centred at (49°S, 39°E) is left out. 
Feature tracking was undertaken following three predefined rules. 
1. Only eddies that have been generated in the vicinity of the ABFZ are considered. 
2. Eddies tracked must in their lifetime have reached core-SLA greater than +30 cm (or 
less than -30 cm). 
3. Features are tracked as long as SLA > +15 cm (or < -15 cm) and Q > 1 X 10-10 S-2. 
For the purpose of this study, the exact position of an eddy is not essential. The aim is to 
identify the general path of eddies that are generated at the ridge in order to assess the 
model's suitability. The position of an eddy, to one decimal place of latitude/longitude, is 
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Figur< 5.1: Potential tcmpcmtuTc and ,"Iin it y soot;"", of the "N>" 930 on dlLri,,~ th .... 
hyd1'(l~raphic crui,es (see I'i~"re 4.4); (.) ClV A-I , (b) C1VA-2, both along .10oE bc'",con 44 -
58°S . ..,d (e) SW1NDFX nlan g 40"E between 4.1 _ II'S. rcmpenllurc "",1;00, arc contoured 
af OSC interval> "hile ,alinily scclion, arc "mt""",d at 0.1 I"U i,,",Tyah. The I"";'ion, of 
tho SAF and i\ PF are , how1\ ,,,ing i,n,e~ed yeilov. "n" oro"n (riang le> rc'p<divci)'_ 
f>ark el ul. (1998.2001) have ad()pl~d the following definitions to identify the fronts 
observed during lh~ repeal C1VA ~ruises (Figures S.la,b), The subsurface position of the 
SAF ""'liS idenlili~d using [he <lxi,li values of 0 = 6"C, S = 34.3 at 200 m (Park e/ OlL 
1993) tlnd lh~ APF using: lile northernmost extent of tile 1°C isotherm bct'l'een 100 and 
300 m (Lutjeharms and Val~ntine, 1984). During the 1993 ClVII-1 cruise, tile Sill' was 
observed at 48"S and th~ APr exhibited" double structure at 50"S and 52"S. The s~cond 
s~~tion umlertilken in 1996 highlights both th~ l~mporal and spatia l variability of the 
ACe. 111 contrast to 1\1\13. ol1ly a sin gl~ branch or lh~ APr was observed at 51.1"8, 
wh~""as lwo branches of the Sill' were observed at 47.15"S and 50"S. Mor~O\'er, the 
soulh~m branch of the SAl ' ,1ppearcd to have rnerg~d with the -,\pr. Funh~r 
investigations b) Pollard and Read (200 I) upstream of (ile ridge along 400 E id~ntili~d th~ 
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Fi g" '. 5 .• 1' Same 0> l'igu", j ,2 bU L .lung 40"E be' ,,"een 45 55"S 
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Thc ClVA-1 and S\!,'IN ll1:X sections "'cre underlaken almosl concurrently (r.-\arch-
May 93). BOlh IronIa! hands showed a northward detlection atong 40"E, the SAF fly 4" or 











This epitomises the spatial variability of the ACC. Evidently, the SWIR imposes a 
distinct barrier to the flow of the ACC resulting in the deflection of the fronts associated 
with the current. 
For reasons of consistency, the same definitions employed by Park et al. (1998, 2001) and 
Pollard and Read (2001), have been used to identify the geographic location of the SAF 
and APF within OCCAM. Two 10-year averaged sections along 30oE, between 44 -
58°S, and along 40~, between 45 - 55°S, were calculated and the results are presented in 
Figures 5.2 and 5.3 respectively. Only the top 930 m is considered since frontal features 
are generally easier to identify in the upper layer of the water column where water masses 
converge or diverge (Whitworth and Nowlin, 1987). 
The SAF lies on average at 45°S along the 300 E section in OC-4, while in OC-12, it is 
found further south, at 48°S. Using the above definition, the APF is identified at 50.3°S at 
both resolutions. This front, in the temperature section, usually marks the position where 
the warm subantarctic surface waters (8 > 4°C) meet the relatively colder antarctic 
surface waters (8 < 1°C). The sudden jump in isotherms associated with the APF is 
observable throughout the upper 930 m of the water column. South of this narrow intense 
front, a temperature minimum layer, lying between 100 and 400 m at 58 and 51°S 
respectively, is capped by a relatively warmer and fresher surface mixed layer. 
Along the 400 E section (Figure 5.3), the SAF lies to the north of the section chosen as a 
result of the deflection at the ridge (Figure 1.2, pg 6). The temperature section is similar 
to that observed along 30oE, with the APF, on average, lying at 50.4°S at both resolutions 
and the presence of a subsurface temperature minimum south of 51 oS. Throughout the 
water column horizontal isohalines suggest strong salinity stratification. 
At both resolutions, a tongue of temperature minimum waters centred at 200 m along 
300 E (8 < 0.5°C) and at 300 m along 400 E (8 < 1°C) is characteristic of Winter Water, 
residuum of a previous winter mixed layer (Park et at., 1998). This water mass was 











aI., 2006). Physico-chemical characteristics of this eddy confirm its source to be from 
south of the APF (An sorge et aI., 2006; Bernard et aI., 2007). This suggest that antarctic 
eddies crossing the APF into the subantarctic may provide a mechanism for the 
equatorward transport of Winter Water. 
A well-defined halocline, separating the relatively fresher surface water (S < 34.1) from 
water at depth (S > 34.6), is noted in both sections south of 50oS. Along the 300 E section, 
the halocline shoals from 400 to 200 m between 51 and 58°S. Further east, it is observed 
lying at 400 m. The most prevalent water mass in the Southern Ocean, the Circumpolar 
Oeep Water (COW), is usually characterised in two distinct cores, namely the Upper 
COW, with low oxygen concentration, and Lower COW, having a salinity maximum 
(Whitworth and Nowlin, 1987). Some penetration of LCOW is evident along the western 
section below the halocline. 
The three hydrographic sections (Figure 5.1) portray a snapshot of the prevailing 
conditions at the times of the respective cruises and are, therefore, not proof of any 
particular pattern. Conversely, it must be noted that the OCCAM sections are 10-year 
averages and certain features are smoothed out. Eddies and meanders leading at times to 
double expressions of fronts or even merging of two fronts into a single intense structure 
(Holliday and Read, 1998; Park et al., 2001; Pollard and Read, 2001), are not resolved in 
the OCCAM climatic sections. Nonetheless, the OCCAM sections at both resolutions 
represent the general structure very well although some minor discrepancies are noted, 
possibly resulting from the underlying inaccuracies in the surface forcing employed in the 
model coupled with the relaxation of surface salinities towards monthly Levitus values. 
5.2. Mean Circulation. 
This section studies and compares the average sea surface temperature (SST), near-
surface velocity and eddy kinetic energy (EKE) observed from AMSR-E, drifters, 
altimetry and OCCAM. Once again, OCCAM OC-4 and OC-12 products were in all 
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A 5-year SST climatology was calculated using the AMSR-E microwave dataset (Figure 
5.4c). Some striking similarities can be identified in Figures 5.4a-c. Firstly, the position 
of the APF on average lies along the 49°S latitude in all three cases. Secondly, the 
channelling and subsequent north-eastward deflection of the APF at the Andrew Bain 
Fracture Zone (Figure 1.2, pg 6) is well represented at both resolutions in Figures 5.4a,b. 
And lastly, a tongue of relatively colder surface water jutting across the Antarctic Polar 
Frontal Zone, between the Del Cafio Rise and the Crozet Plateau (Figure 1.2) is shown. 
Not surprisingly, the coarse resolution of OC-4 output fails to represent in detail the 
extent of that protrusion along 48°E. The SAF lies further north at this coarse resolution, 
which was also observed in the section along 300 E (Figure 5.2). 
Figure 5.5 shows near-surface velocity vectors averaged over 1 ° x 1 ° grids plotted using 
the same scale. It is evident that, over the region, OCCAM severely underestimates the 
magnitude of the flow. Drifter velocities are approximately 2.9 (3.3) times higher than 
OC-4 (12) velocities. Point-wise statistical correlation yields almost no quantitative 
similarity (r = 0.32, p < 0.05 at both resolution) between drifter and model observations. 
The discrepancy may arise as a result of unequal sampling from drifters, both in time and 
space. Moreover, although windage has been reduced to a strict minimum by using only 
data from drogued buoys, there may still be some degree of contamination in the recorded 
velocities due to other factors. Nonetheless, some qualitative similarities are observed. 
The highest speeds, exceeding 30 cms-1 at both resolutions, are located immediately 
downstream of the Andrew Bain Fracture Zone, along the eastern flank of the S WIR at 
33°E. The surface flow between 44 and 46°S along 48°E exhibits a distinct northward 
deflection, which corresponds to the intrusion of cold water « 4°C) observed in Figure 
5.4. Indeed, this result is comparable to mooring data collected during SWINDEX which 
identified frequent cold water pulses between the Del Cafio Rise and the Crozet Plateau 
(Pollard and Read, 1997). Pollard and Read (1997, 2001) have estimated the transport to 
be approximately 30 Sv in the gap west ofthe Crozet Plateau. 
Not only is the mean circulation at the SWIR spatially highly variable, the region is also 











(48-54°S, 25-400 E) of high eddy kinetic energy (> 500 cm2 S-2, Figures 5.6b,c) IS 
observed amidst a relatively quiescent environment. The variability in OC-4 IS 
significantly less energetic. The largest EKE values exceeding 700 cm2 S-2 in OC-12 and 
altimetry are located at 50oS, 30~, corresponding to the location of the Andrew Bain 
Fracture Zone. In OC-4, however, highest EKE values (~200 cm2 S-2) is observed further 
west, along 49°S at 17°E. This may suggest that the shallow bathymetry of the Meteor 
Rise (Figure 1.2) may also obstruct the flow of the ACC prior encountering the SWIR. 
Moreover, an enhanced mean flow is further noted in Figure 5.5a at the same location. 
This peculiar hotspot is not present in OC-12 and altimetry leading to the conclusion that 
the erroneously high EKE in OC-4 results from of the coarse isobaths defined in the low 
resolution run of the model. 
Of interest in Figure 5.5c, a small region centred at 53°S and 400 E corresponding to the 
position of the Conrad Rise (Figure 1.2, pg 6), where sub-surface velocities are 
substantially reduced. The exact cause of this is unclear. Closer inspection of the drifter 
data reveals two distinct high-velocity jets north and south of the Rise. In the coarser 
resolution of OC-4, the circulation around the Conrad Rise is poorly represented. OC-
12's representation is fairly consistent to the drifter observations although the velocities 
associated with the defection north and south of the rise are far less than what is 
observed. What could be the cause ofthis apparent bifurcation? The shallow nature of the 
Conrad Rise « 1500 m) may be acting as a topographical obstacle to the flow of the 
ACC, forcing it around the Rise. Gouretski and Danilov's (1993) simulation of five jets 
show that the nature of the meandering in the Enderby Basin is dependent on the physical 
parameters of their inertial jet model. However, in all cases, their jets converged along the 
eastern flank of the Conrad Rise showing only a northward deflection. Craneguy and 
Park (1999) have made similar conclusions. Their results further showed a meandering of 
the jets in the Enderby Basin, and a subsequent refocusing along the northern flank of the 
rise closely following theflh contour. Pollard and Read (2001) have called this part of the 
flow 'the Ob' -Lena Front' and associated with it, through direct measurement, a mean 
transport of 35 Sv. Based on the low temporal variability in altimetry observations, they 











The proposed conjecture of the Conrad Rise forcing the ACC to fragment into two 
branches north and south may not seem plausible since both inertial jet model studies fail 
to represent both branches. Yet high velocities on both sides of the rise are observed. It is 
worth noting that the jets initiated in both studies originated immediately upstream of the 
Andrew Bain Fracture Zone and are therefore not representative of the whole transport of 
the ACe. Pollard and Read's observations do not extend south of the rise either. As a 
result, it is likely that the portion of the flow adjacent to the southern flank of the Conrad 
Rise is not directly influenced by the SWIR. In the light of these observations, it might be 
more appropriate to refer to the branches of the flow around the Conrad Rise separately 
as the North and South Ob' -Lena Front. However, hydrographic data are not available to 
confirm this. EKE values (Figure 5.6) in the same region are very low corroborating 
Pollard and Read's (2001) conclusion ofthe low variability at the Rise. The variability of 
the southern branch, in OC-12, is slightly more energetic (100 - 200 cm2 S-2) than its 
northern counterpart « 1 00 cm2 S-2). Current investigations looking at drifter, float, 
altimetry and model data provide further details about the bifurcation of the ACC at the 
Conrad Rise (Durgadoo et aI., submitted) 
5.3. Conclusions. 
The time-average flow associated with the SWIR and the ability of OC-4 and OC-12 to 
accurately represent the circulation have been scrutinised in this chapter. The structure of 
the upper water column along two meridional sections was analysed and compared to 
hydrographic data available along these sections. The sea surface temperature, near-
surface velocities and eddy kinetic energy were also examined and comparisons were 
drawn between model and observed outputs. 
Notwithstanding OC-4's representation of the SAF, which was identified further north, 
the mean positions of the SAF and APF over the S WIR at both resolutions satisfactorily 
agree with previous findings of Lutjeharms and Valentine (1984) and Holliday and Read 
(1998). The mean circulation at the S WIR in the model as seen in the three fields (Figures 











This is despite the fact that the model underestimates the near-surface velocities to a large 
extent. Both the mean and eddy flow in the SWIR region is variable and seemingly 
unpredictable. Moreover, the magnitude of the eddy kinetic energy and its geographic 
distribution in OC-12 is comparable to that observed from altimetry data. This conclusion 
provides an indication that OC-12 may also adequately represent the turbulent nature of 
the variability, which is known to be predominantly in the form of meanders and eddies. 
OCCAM's depiction of the general circulation at the ridge (key question 1) is 
satisfactory. Consequently, the OC-12 outputs can be used with adequate confidence to 











6. MESOSCALE FEATURES WITHIN THE MODEL. 
It has been shown (Ansorge and Lutjeharms, 2005) that eddies and meanders occur as a 
result of the ACC's interaction with local shallow bathymetry. Because of the ecological 
importance of mesoscale eddies (Jonker and Bester, 1998; Nel et al., 2001) in providing a 
mechanism for the cross-frontal advection of biological organisms (Bernard et aI., 2007) 
at the South-West Indian Ridge, it is imperative that the model accurately simulate this 
particular aspect of the variability (key question 2). The general circulation at the ridge is 
better represented in OC-12 (chapter 5). Therefore, SLA maps have been calculated only 
using OC-12 outputs and features are tracked as per the three criteria described in section 
4.5.2. Restrictions imposed on identifying and tracking anomalies have been established 
from observed behaviour and values (Table 1, pg 15) associated with eddies at the S WIR. 
Furthermore, the well-established assumption that sea surface height anomalies 
correspond to mesoscale hydrographic eddies in the model has been made following 
results by Ansorge and Lutjeharms (2000, 2003, 2005). Results are compared with a 
comprehensive study by Ansorge and Lutjeharms (2003), whose work has described and 
quantified sea level anomalies generated at the ridge from TOPEXIERS altimetry 
products. 
6.1. Identifying mesoscale eddies from SLA fields. 
Twenty two anomalies identified within OC-12 were tracked over 10 years (Figure 6.1). 
In all cases, the anomalies reached a minimum SLA magnitude of at least 30 cm, which 
has heuristically been defined as being intense in that region (Pakhomov et aI., 2003; 
Ansorge and Lutjeharms, 2005). Tracking commenced when anomalies reached SLA 
magnitude of 15 cm and ended when they decayed to the same value. In some cases, the 
anomalies appear to either merge with other features or split into two distinct features, yet 
remaining recognisable from their SLA signature. This made positioning of the anomalies 
ambiguous. In these instances, the overlaid Q-fields were used as the final arbiter. 
Merging and splitting of anomalies usually resulted in a loss of potential vorticity and 












or mntinue;:i provided the Q and SLA thresholds were still sali,li~d. F~alures in OCCAM 
are unlikely to di'i.3pp;;ar from one time frame to the next due!O the even spacing of data 
points in the model and tll<: grid resolution which, over.he SWIR domain in OC-12, is on 
u~emge 9.3 x 5.8 km. Th~ diameter of a typical eddy is of the order or I ()() km (Tahk I) 
and thus should he represented hy about 145 data points in the model at that resolution. 
"i~" r. ~_1 : T'"j<C!or'" of 22 anomal i., (2 po,itiv<. 20 n<gati,'<j lr""'cd in Lhc 1 U·~.", OC-
12 dOl"'"L The m,gnilude uf lhefh c<lllIOmS (U.I _ U,4 tad,-L .n-')"" ,hown "' 0_1 r:ul • ' m 
, '"t<f,'. I, ',II< trae!., t loso ly fo llow the Pk - OA oontour h<t",oen _>2"[ and 11'E 
The lrajectorie, orthe 22 inlense anomali~s show some d~gree of coherence. The geneml 
pallem agrees well with previou, ob,er,alions (An,org~ and Lutj~harms. 2003). rhc 
anomalies. general~d imm~dialdy east or the Andrew l3ain Fracture I,one (30 - 33"Ej_ 
trawl in a north"ea.-tward direction ]allowing the eastern flank of the ridge until 37"F._ 
Ther~after. they drift ~aslward wher~ som~ meandering is also observed_ Remarkahly, 
octween 32"E and 37"E, tll<; anomalies closdy follow the Ph = (1.4 rad S·L mol contour. 
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rhcrcaftcr, the strong topographic influence on (he trajectories seems to be lost. The 
anomali~s ap~ar to be coollncd within a small area. It is likely that the anomalous "'aler 
properti~s as"",ialed with the eddies w(lUh1 ~ventually di,pe"'" within the confined 
corriJnr. A similar hypothesis has hoecn put jilfWanj following the cletailed description or 
an inl~nse mill eddy surv~y~d in the Anlarctic Polar Fmntal Zon~ in 200S (Ansor~ el 
at.. 2006; Swart el al., 20(8). 
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Figur< 6.2: T. mp",.1 oo\'m~lIor plu1 alO<1g ~8.~" S .nd 48' S . howing 'he pr0l'''llal;o" of 
" . &ali,. (nl .. ) "nd po,i liv. Ired) '''omalic' "sing lhe SLAI ,. 15 em "od Q > 0 '- <nttTl ' . 
Only two of [he 22 anomalies tracked wcre positive. Surprisingly, the model generated 
rew~r warm ~ddics than anticipated. In their survey using 5 years of altimetry data, 
An,nrge and LUljehanns (2003) idcmitled on a'erag" equal numboer "f pllsitiv~ and 
negative anomalies being "pawned at the ridg~. There may be sev~ral possible rea'lOns fi'r 
this discrepancy. Warm eddies typically "riginate north of the SAF (Ansorge and 
Lutjcharms, 20(5). With the mean northward ddledinn nf Ih~ SAf within the model 
(s&;ti(>I1 5.1) upon encountering the ridge, the likelihood 01" warm eddies being spawnec1 
in the \'icinily "f the AHFZ is slim. Nevertheless, owing to the variable bcha\'iour 01" 
Ih>l1tal systems in that region. more than two posili\'e anomali~s should be nbserv~d in a 














10-year dataset within the model. Ansorge and Lutjehanns (2003) systematically tracked 
their anomalies manually. The criteria they use to locate and track features were different 
to that used in the present study, which focuses on high-amplitude and persistent 
anomalies only. It is, therefore, possible that anomalies tracked by Ansorge and 
Lutjeharms might have represented well-defined eddies as well as incipient ones. The 
disparity between positive and negative anomalies within the model can be further 
explained by the SLA and Q selection fields, which may have been too stringent and 
consequently leaving out positive features. 
Mean / Std-Dev Range 
Longevity (months) 4.89 ± 2.20 2 -10 
Distance travelled (km) 783 ± 303 290 - 1420 
Advection speed (km/day) 5.51 ± 1.57 1.89 - 8.61 
Table 3: Values describing the behaviour of the 22 anomalies tracked at the South-West Indian Ridge 
within OC-12 (Figure 6.1). These values are commensurate with direct hydrographic observations as 
presented in Table I, pg 15. 
The mean trajectory of the eddies beyond 34°E IS mostly eastward (Figure 6.1). 
Therefore, two zonal time-longitude (hovmuller) plots along 48.5°S and 48°S, depicted in 
Figure 6.2, show the propagation of both positive and negative anomalies having ISLAI > 
15 cm. It is important to note that the threshold for the parameter Q has been relaxed to Q 
> 0 S·2 (positive distinguishes rotation over defonnation) to account for the meandering 
advection of some eddies. This temporal record shows, especially after 1996, that the 
number of lasting positive anomalies is substantially less than negative ones. This occurs 
despite having reduced the threshold for Q to the strict minimum. A few long-lived 
features (> 7 months) are observed. Furthennore, some features seem to be stagnant for at 
least 4 - 6 months. It is acknowledged that the mean flow plays a central role on eddy 
characteristics and vice versa (Stammer, 1998; Hughes and Ash, 2001). Indeed, the 
trajectories of the features in Figure 6.1 follow the average flow shown in the sub-surface 
velocity map, Figure 5.5b. Additionally, over the same path, the eddy variability (Figure 
5.6b) is high suggesting a strong synergism between the mean and eddy fields at the 
SWIR. To understand the precise mechanism leading to the observed behaviour of the 











mesoscale eddies need to be further investigated; subject which is beyond the scope of 
this study. Nevertheless, several clear conclusions can be made about eddies spawned at 
the ridge. First, an average of 2 - 3 (strong) anomalies is observed per year between 33 -
400 E within the model. Second, very few features are present east of 43°E, consistent 
with previous knowledge (An sorge and Lutjeharms, 2005). And finally, a slight 
acceleration in the advection of the anomalies is noted along 48°S (as suggested by the 
curved patterns). 
In order to describe the 22 eddies tracked within the model further, characteristic values 
were computed (Table 3). On average, the simulated mesoscale eddies are short-lived; 
with longevities of only 4.89 ± 2.20 months (see also Figure 7.1 b, pg 62) and travelling at 
5.51 ± 1.57 km dai l over a distance of 783 ± 303 km. Morrow et al. (2004a) have 
pointed out that features shed meridionally across zonal currents, like the ACC, tend to be 
quickly re-absorbed into the mean flow. The values in Table 3 are reasonably 
commensurate with direct hydrographic observations at the ridge following the DEIMEC 
cruises (Table 1, pg 15). Ansorge et al. 2006 have suggested that the SWIR region could 
be a potential source of meridional cross-frontal (APF) heat and salt pump in the 
Southern Ocean. Accordingly, with an average of 2 - 3 intense eddies crossing the APF 
per year and travelling across 3 degrees of latitude, it is indeed likely that the turbulence 
observed at the ridge has consequences reaching beyond sustaining the local ecology. 
6.2. Vertical Structure. 
To date, the vertical extent of eddies in the Antarctic Polar Frontal Zone in the vicinity of 
the Prince Edward Islands has not been fully resolved. The negative anomaly during 
DEIMEC IV was the only eddy to be thoroughly surveyed hydrographically. However, it 
emphasised the need for deeper stations in order to fully adjudicate the anomalous heat 
and salt contents of such intense eddies. Limited available ship-time, logistical, 
mechanical and weather restrictions impede such comprehensive study and consequently, 
also limits our understanding of how these localised eddies meridionally transport their 
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shed at the ridge vary St'asOllally. interannually or on a longer tim~sca le. Hence. the net 
transfer of >eawater prop"rtie~ equalorward or pokward would also vary on these 
timescalcs. It is therefore important to asSt'>s the vertical ,lruclure oj" eddies within 
OCCAM in th~ hope of potentially using the ,nodel ""ul t~ to address the above 
question,. 
F;~u," ~..\, t'ull-<lorth 7(>'1ot <eeti<m a lollg 500~ II>c~woon ,0 - ,6"E) 'ho"io~ to<.; ycroi<al 
,tructuro of a nog.ativo aTl(lmoty' hoi ioo, oj' (a) p<ltcnti"llCmpc'"tuTc, (b) ,alillity .. ,d (e) fu ll-
'lcp<h ydoc;,y v, "TC e",n""",d ,. OSC. 0.05 P'" ..,d 10 em,' ,n(e,v, l, ".,;pcel;vcly. Tho 
blank PO~;OIl' ,,><:1io,.o,ho I~""I t~J>O~r.ph}' 
A zonal snap>ilol section across a typical cold eddy centred al 50"S. 33"E Juring model 
da~· 2660 is shown in Figure (}.3. This particular eddy, approximate ly 110 km in diameter. 
ha~ a strikingly dislillct ,ubsurrac~ temperature minimum core (6 < O°C) at 350 m. which 
i, capp"d by a wdl-mix~d surface layer ,,'hieh is relatively cold~r allJ slighl ly more 
salin~ lhan the amhienl wal~rs. A strong halodin~ is observed at 500 m marking the 
boundary hetwe~n th~ kmp"raturc millimum core and deep waler. Salinity distribution 
"ithin the allomaly illcr~ases sharpl~' wi th d~p()t Ii-orn 34. 1 to 34.7 until 1000 m. 
I hereafter, a th ick homogenous laye r of deep wate, (S - 34.7 34.75) is observed 
hetw~~n I()OO and 2500 m. III contrast, lenlp"m(ure within the anomal~' below 1000 m 
gradually deeTC>I'~s. hut yd mainlains a --,O.5"C dil1"rence with the immediate 
surroundings. The salient sho.1ling oft~mperalUr~ and salinit~· is.oline, is indicativ~ of an 
upwelling ofdeepcr waters, "hich is cham~1eristic of cold eddies. Fu l l-d~pth veloci ty in 
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lhe v-direction shows a "dl-dclined cluckwisc rotation Wilh velocilies allhe cdges of(hc 
cddy excecding 50 cm S· I _ decreasing lu-O em S·l at (hc cenlre. Thc WCSlern edg.c of lhe 
~dd)'_ wi(h higher vdoci(i~s, is hroad~r and d~~p~r lhan the ~a'(~rn ~dg~. Thi, indita(~, a 
nd ~a~(wmd/north-~a~("ard ad~~ction or the I"'atur~. r~infmcing lh~ ~clocitj.,s at th~ 
western edge. There is a gradual decrease of velocities "ith depth until ~2500 m "here 
lhc rota(ion at the centre is rcvcrs.cd. Hcnce. this indicates that according to lhc modd, 00 
eddy at the SW1R can rcach depths up to 2500 3000 m and ,urveyin!,: lhc lIpper 1000 m 
hydrographically Can inde~d be inad~'lua(e. noncthdess u",lul in many cases. Th~s~ 
re~ults are !,:cnerally in good agre~rnenl with cold ~ddi~s hydrographically ,urv~y~d in 
lhal r~gion (Koshl)'akov el ai , 1985; Ansmge e/ ai, 2()(k,; Swart el ai, 2008; Figure tiA) 
and ill other parts of thc Southcrn Ocean (Joycc el ai" 1981; Morrow el at.. 2004h), 
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Mesoscale eddies provide a mechanism for water mass transport. In particular, following 
the discussion in the previous paragraph, the eddy shown in Figure 6.3 exemplifies an 
eddy of antarctic origin in the Antarctic Polar Frontal Zone similar to DEIMEC IV 
(Figures 6.4a,b). The anomalous temperature/salinity content of this eddy relative to its 
surrounding is highlighted in Figure 6.4c. The S/S profiles illustrate the distinct 
difference in properties at the centre of the feature from the ambient waters. The surface 
water within the eddy is characteristic of Antarctic Surface Water with temperatures 
decreasing with from 1.7°C to -O.5°C at almost constant salinity of 34.15. Below this 
layer lies a temperature minimum core (S = -O.5°C, S = 34.2) typical of Winter Water 
(Park et ai., 1998). Circumpolar Deep Water is thereafter identified between 1000 and 
3000 m (Figure 6.3). The S/S properties of the ambient water are in stark contrast from 
those within the eddy. Surface water in the Antarctic Polar Frontal Zone, between the 
SAF and the APF, consists of gradually modifying Subantarctic and Antarctic Surface 
Waters. Deep water in this transitional zone is marked by an increasing salinity signature 
from 34.4 to 34.7, at almost constant temperature of ~2.3°C. In both profiles, a bow-
shaped salinity maximum, found at 0"0 ~ 27.85, marks the location of the Lower 
Circumpolar Deep Water (Whitworth and Nowlin, 1987) and delimits the depth at which 
the difference in properties between the eddy and its surroundings becomes negligible. 
For comparison, two profiles from DEIMEC IV are also shown in Figure 6.4c. The 
DEIMEC profiles only extended to 1000 m while the model profiles are full-depth. 
There are clear similarities between each profile pairs. An offset is observed in the profile 
pair within the respective eddies. Here, it is important to note that the simulated eddy and 
the DEIMEC IV eddy were sampled at different stages of their lives. Nevertheless, from 
both profile pairs, it is evident that water properties within a cold eddy are significantly 
different from its immediate surrounding. This difference is not only observed at the 
surface and sub-surface but throughout the entire feature. Therefore, in order to fully 
resolve the anomalous heat and salt content of eddies traversing the Antarctic Polar 












Having established that the general circulation is sufficiently well represented by the 
model (chapter 5), this chapter has examined the presence and behaviour of mesoscale 
features within the model in a way that is pertinent to that region, hence addressing key 
question 2. Ten years of 5-day-mean SLA maps from OC-12 were used to identify and 
track strong anomalies, ensuring that the distinction between vortices and meanders was 
made throughout. The focus is set on high amplitude anomalies (> +30 cm or < -30 cm; 
section 4.5.2) only. The only other work of this kind, undertaken by Ansorge and 
Lutjeharms (2003) who altimetrically located and tracked anomalies, was used for 
comparison. 
Twenty two intense anomalies were identified, 20 of which were negative and only 2 
positive. The lack of warm eddies being generated in the model is unexpected as previous 
work (Ansorge and Lutjeharms, 2003, 2005) have suggested roughly equal number of 
positive and negative anomalies in that region. In addition to the different selection 
process adopted by Ansorge and Lutjeharms (2003), the rigid criteria used in the present 
study may have contributed towards the apparent lack of warm eddies generated at the 
SWIR within the model. Nonetheless, the trajectories of the anomalies were observed to 
follow a clear pattern mainly influenced by the potential vorticity f/h contours. A few 
stagnant anomalies were observed in a time record. Moreover, certain anomalies seem to 
last longer than others. The connection between the background mean flow and eddy 
activities at the SWIR is acknowledged but not entirely understood. Eddies crossing the 
near-zonal APF carry and dissipate their anomalous heat and salt content within a limited 
area. A case study of the vertical structure of an anomaly yielded promising results. It is 
therefore possible to further investigate with reasonable confidence the short and long 
term impact of eddies spawned at the ridge within the model (OC-12). In particular, 











7. DECAY OF EDDIES. 
It has been argued in previous studies (e.g. Bernard et aI., 2007) and substantiated 
throughout the last two chapters that eddies at the South-West Indian Ridge have the 
potential to provide a means of transport for biological organisms across the Antarctic 
Polar Frontal Zone. This in tum offers an abundant foraging ground for higher trophic 
consumers of the Prince Edward Islands. Water masses within eddies are distinctly 
different from ambient waters (section 6.2) thus enabling the organisms they carry to 
remain in their natural environment while being geographically relocated. Relatively 
straight-forward identification and tracking of eddies has been made possible by looking 
at sea level anomaly maps derived from an array of satellite altimeters or from numerical 
models. It is now widely accepted that features present in the SLA fields do indeed 
represent hydrographic eddies, to such an extent that the words 'anomalies' and 'eddies' 
are sometimes used interchangeably. Several sea-going expeditions over the years have 
successfully demonstrated the collocation of sea level anomalies and hydrographic 
eddies. Undoubtedly, using the SLA signature of features, several conclusions can be 
made about the behaviour, pathways and frequency of eddy occurrences in any given 
location. Furthermore, the spatial and temporal evolution of an eddy has often been 
inferred by the increase/decrease in its SLA signature. However, the status of an eddy can 
also be monitored by (1) the strength of its rotation, (2) its anomalous heat and salt 
content and (3) the shift in its thermocline. 
A few mechanisms act together in the gradual erosion of a mesoscale eddy. The upper 
layer is subjected to active air-sea exchanges (Williams, 1988), hence contributing to the 
weakening of its surface temperature and salinity signatures. Lateral exchange of 
properties with the surrounding environment, usually by means of double-diffusion and 
interleaving, further contributes to the dissipation of anomalous heat and salt content of 
the feature. These mechanisms also may have a seasonal variation. In addition, the 
merging or splitting of a feature enhances or lowers its SLA signature. Local bottom 
topography further influences the intensity and trajectory of a feature. In the previous 
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contours (Figure 6. 1, pg 53). 'I bus, in all likelihood, bathymelry plays only a minor role 
in the dcray oltho features originating at the SW1R. The decay "I' eddies is evidently a 
complex proce" and is expe~led [0 vary largel:' amongst indi,-idual features. This chapter 
addresses the fmal key question by looking al the ~hallge in some physical properties of 
co ld eddies as they age. in parti~u lar, lheir SLA ,ignalure, full-depth velocity and 
anomalous temperature and 'alinity_ 
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7.1. Temporal and Geographical Evolution of Eddies. 
In Figure 6.1 (pg 53) most of the simulated eddies have spun down before reaching 39°E. 
Only three features are observed travell ing east beyond 41°E. Ignoring the two positive 
anomalies, the decay in sea surface height anomaly (SSHA a.k.a. SLA) of the features 
with longitude is presented in Figure 7.1 a. At inception between 31 - 33°E, the simulated 
eddies have the largest variability in SSHA. More than 75% of the features are observed 
to have travelled between 33 - 37°E. A peak in mean SSHA values (~40 cm) between 39 
- 400 E is noted, but with the decreasing number of observations available beyond 38°E, 
this local maximum is not likely to be statistically significant. Complementing the above, 
the temporal evolution of the SLA of the 20 features is shown in Figure 7.1 b. It is 
obvious that each individual eddy is distinctly different. On average, the initial generation 
period is approximately 1 - 2 months. During that time, an eddy evolves into a fully-
fledged isolated feature with an overall increasing SLA signature. A broad range of 
maximum intensities is noted and most eddies reach their peak intensity between 45 and 
75 days after genesis. Some eddies exhibits a second peak during their eastward journey 
into the Enderby Basin. Most features undergo a decay period of about 3 months which is 
characterised by a gradual decrease in their SLA signature. Of interest, two eddies in this 
dataset are shown to have reached peak SLA exceeding -65 cm. A subsequent abrupt 
decay is observed soon after reaching their maximum intensities. 
7.2. Eddy Decay - Case Studies. 
Figures 7.2 and 7.3 present case studies of two eddies tracked within the model, Eddy 5 
and 21 respectively. Zonal sections of potential temperature, salinity and meridional 
velocity across each eddy at three different stages of its life are shown. In addition, a SIS 
plot, showing the change in the water mass at the core of the feature, and the complete 
track extracted from Figure 6.1 (pg 53), are shown. The general characteristics of the 
vertical structure of a typical eddy have been discussed in section 6.2 and the following 
will therefore only highlight the differences pertaining to the decay of the two features. It 
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Figure 7.2: Full-depth zonal sections across Eddy 5 at three positions, A, Band C, 
corresponding to when tracking started, during mid-life and when tracking ended. Top panel 
shows the potential temperature sections (contours at 0.5 °C intervals); Middle panel shows 
the salinity sections (contours at 0.1 psu interval between 33.5 and 34.5 and at 0.05 psu 
between 34.5 and 35); Bottom panel shows the meridional full-depth velocity v (contours at 
10 cm S-I intervals). The O/S plot shows the decay in water mass - one profile taken at each 
time step at the core of the eddy. The track of Eddy 5 is also shown - the plot is similar to 
that shown in Figure 6.1 (pg 53). Arrows indicate the time line. 
Eddy 5 was the longest-lasting feature (300 days or 10 months; April - February) to have 
travelled the greatest distance (1422 km) among the collection of 22 eddies tracked in 
chapter 6. Its average propagation speed of 4.74 km dai l is below the overall mean. The 
locations A, Band C on the figure indicate the position at which sections were drawn. 
The distance covered by Eddy 5 between location A and B is 968 km, which is almost 
twice as much as the distance between Band C, over the same period of 5 months (150 
model days). This particular eddy reached its maximum intensity 4 months after 
generation (Figure 7.1 b) and remained roughly at that level of intensity (~ -47 cm) for 
about a month. In this case, maturity occurred in a region where other eddies usually 
dissipate, between 38 - 40°£. Uncharacteristically, it took a longer time to decay, 
lingering between the Del Cafio and Conrad Rise. The SIS profiles at the core of the eddy 
unmistakably characterises the eddy as of Antarctic origin. However, it is surprising that 
the eddy has undergone only a slight modification in water mass structure despite the 
distance covered and the slow translation. A close inspection of the vertical sections 
reveals some useful information. At the generation stage, Eddy 5 is recognisable by the 
shallow (~200 m) and wide (~ 175 km in diameter) layer of temperature minimum core 
and shoaling temperature and salinity isolines. The velocity structure shows a weak 
clockwise rotation, which a slightly stronger and more defined at its western edge. At 
maturity the eddy reaches a depth of about 2000 - 3000 m and the rotation is 
recognisable. Furthermore, the surface and sub-surface expression of the eddy are also 
very distinct from surrounding waters. At its final stage (position C), where tracking was 
terminated, the surface expression of the feature has been homogenised, to such extent as 
to making it difficult to be identified from its SST and SLA signatures. It is evident that 
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In contrast to the first eddy, Eddy 21 was short-lived, lasting only 115 days (October -
January). Its translation speed of 7.06 km dai 1 was however well above average and 
consequently it travelled a distance of 812 km. This particular eddy closely followed the 
jlh = 0.4 rad S-1 m- 1 contour of the eastern flank of the SWIR between positions A and B. 
The steering influence of the ridge is illustrated in this case. It very rapidly reached its 
peak intensity (1 month after generation) and thereafter decayed gradually (Figure 7.1b). 
When tracking began, at position A, it is evident from the vertical section that the feature 
was not at the initial stage of development. In this case, the selection fields used to 
identify eddies failed to capture this feature at its inception. Water masses at the core of 
this eddy show significant modification throughout the water column, with a pronounced 
change in potential temperature of ~2 °C along the ao = 27.3 isopycnal. At position C, the 
eddy had decayed almost completely. The remnant ofthe feature can only be identified in 
the potential temperature section with a central sub-surface minimum between ~200 and 
~600 m. The isotherms as well as the isohalines below that level show relatively strong 
stratification. Furthermore, the velocity section shows that the rotation velocity dropped 
from >50 cm S-1 to ~10 cm S-I. 
Both eddies originated in the Antarctic Zone, roughly at 51 oS; 30oE, with an SLA 
signature ~ -35 cm (Figure 7.1b). However, they differ in their character, trajectory, and 
decay. Eddy 21 travelled at a greater speed but shorter distance than Eddy 5. The peak 
intensity reached by both eddies were comparable. In the first case, it took Eddy 5 4 
months (40% of its life) to reach its peak intensity. Thereafter, it underwent a slow and 
gradual decrease in SLA signature. In contrast, Eddy 21 only spent 1 month (25% of its 
life) to evolve fully and thereafter spun out relatively fast. 
7.3. Conclusions. 
Having assessed the OCCAM's depiction of the general mean circulation at the South-
West Indian Ridge (chapter 5) and its representation of intense large-amplitude mesoscale 
eddies (chapter 6), this chapter dealt with the last question - how do eddies change over 











(described in section 4.5.2) used to identify and track eddies within the model, only the 
20 negative anomalies (cold eddies) tracked in chapter 6 have been used in this chapter to 
investigate and describe the process of eddy decay further. 
Each individual eddy is manifestly different. Nevertheless, there are some similarities in 
their overall behaviour. Their trajectories generally follow the eastern flank of the SWIR, 
in an area between 48 - 500 S and 33 - 37°E. Intense eddies at the SWIR last on average 4 
months (65% of eddies tracked) and are very rapidly re-absorbed into the mean flow (see 
also Table 3, pg 55). Very few eddies were observed persisting more than 7 months. 
Intense eddies were defined as ISLAI > 30 cm from Table 1. However, in most cases, (18 
out of 20) eddies reached a peak SLA amplitude exceeding -40 cm. The time after 
generation to reach maximum intensity varied greatly amongst individual eddies. The 
decay of two eddies was studied in-depth. The degree of water mass decay was ostensibly 
linked to the advection speed of the features. Eddy 21 travelled at an above-average speed 
and underwent a pronounced decay through the water column. In contrast, with a slow 
propagation speed, Eddy 5 experienced very little water mass change. In both cases, the 
cyclonic rotation associated with the features also considerably weakened. However, the 











8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS. 
Unusually high mesoscale activity in the Southern Ocean occurs in regions where the 
eastward flowing Antarctic Circumpolar Current interacts with the local topography. In 
the African sector of the Southern Ocean, the South-West Indian Ridge lies in a near-
meridional position and directly influences the oceanographic environment of the Prince 
Edward Islands. Initial exploratory surveys around the archipelago were puzzling. 
Patches of zooplankton communities from the sub-tropics, the sub-antarctic and the 
antarctic were all observed in the vicinity of the islands. The abundant but transient 
availability of various plankton species help sustain a variety of top predators on the 
islands. The immediate interaction between ACC and the Prince Edward Islands was 
thought to be the reason for the enhanced biological activities observed. However, further 
large-scale hydrographic surveys and satellite products shed some light into this complex 
physical and biological setting. The vast and heterogeneous population of plankton close 
to the islands was also found to be linked to the dynamics occurring at the SWIR. 
The instability induced on the ACC by the ridge system promotes the geneses of 
mesoscale eddies and thereby provides a mechanism for the meridional transport of 
organisms, water masses, heat and salt. The need to study eddies at the SWIR further 
became necessary and continuous monitoring of the features was needed. However, to 
repeatedly monitor eddies hydrographically is logistically impractical in that region due 
to the limited available ship time, the seasonal extent of the sea-ice and severe winter 
weather. Using numerical model outputs may therefore provide an insight into the 
dynamics of eddy generation, movement and ageing. This project explored the use of the 
1// (OC-4) and 1/120 (OC-12) horizontal resolutions ofthe Ocean Circulation and Climate 
Advanced Modelling (OCCAM) outputs. 
The main objective of this study was to assess the model outputs in a way that is pertinent 
to that region. This task has been carried out in two parts (first 2 key questions). 
Furthermore, in the final key question, the decay of two eddies identified within the 











1. Does OCCAM reasonably depict the general circulation at the SWIR? 
This project drew from a number of datasets to address this question. Using 
hydrographic sections available in that region, the model's representation of the two 
main frontal systems - the Subantarctic Front and the Antarctic Polar Front - were 
assessed. The SAF and APF were identified at 48°S and 50.3°S along a climatological 
section at 300 E drawn using OC-12 (OCCAM at 1/12° horizontal resolution) outputs. 
Further east, along 400 E, the SAF was deflected north while the APF remained 
roughly at the same latitude, which effectively widened the Antarctic Polar Frontal 
Zone. In OC-4 e/4° horizontal resolution), the SAF lay at 45°S and the APF at 50.4°S 
along the 300 E section. The mean sub-surface velocity from a comprehensive 
collection of drifting buoy data and eddy kinetic energy from satellite data were used 
for further comparisons between OC-4, OC-12 and observations. OCCAM 
underestimated the sub-surface velocities at both resolutions, but was qualitatively 
reasonably similar. The energy associated with the eddy flow (> 500 cm-2 S-2) in OC-
12 was comparable to that observed using altimetry data. 
The larger-scale influence of the SWIR was also explored. A region of low sub-
surface velocity and low eddy kinetic energy was identified centred at 53°S, 400 E, 
corresponding to the location of the Conrad Rise. Two high-velocity jets were 
observed north and south of the Rise. In the literature, very little is mentioned about 
the circulation around the Conrad Rise. Within the model, OC-4 poorly represented 
the jets. OC-12 outputs agreed fairly well with observations and showed the southern 
branch of the circulation to be slightly more energetic than the northern one. It was 
therefore proposed that the Conrad Rise may act as an obstruction to the flow of the 
Antarctic Circumpolar Current. 
It was expected that OC-12 would be better at depicting the circulation at the SWIR 
than OC-4. Indeed, the variability observed at the ridge in OC-12 was very similar to 
that shown in altimetry. This conclusion strongly supported the decision to only use 











2. Are intense mesoscale features generated within the model? 
An important aspect of the project was the identification and tracking of eddies using 
successive sea level anomalies (SLA) maps from the model (OC-12) outputs. Because 
of the highly variable nature of the S WIR region, there was a need to distinguish 
between eddies and other by-products (such as meanders) of the variability. To this 
end, a method by Isern-Fontanet et al. (2003) was adopted. Using the horizontal 
velocity fields, a parameter Q was derived and used in conjunction with the SLA 
fields. Appropriate thresholds were applied to both fields and these were defined 
heuristically and through examples. Effectively, identification and monitoring of 
eddies were made simple and standard. Tracking of features were also undertaken in a 
standardised fashion following predefined rules: (1) only features originating in the 
region of the Andrew Bain fracture zone were considered; (2) focus was set on 
intense features (ISLAI > 30 cm) only; (3) tracking was maintained as long as the 
magnitude of the SLA exceeded 15 cm and Q > I x 10-10 S-2. Results obtained were 
compared with a study undertaken by Ansorge and Lutjeharms (2003). 
Twenty-two intense eddies were identified and tracked within the model over a 10-
year period. After generation east of the Andrew Bain Fracture Zone, the features 
closely followed the jlh = 0.4 S-I m- I contour along the eastern flank of the ridge. On 
average, mesoscale eddies had longevities of 4.89 ± 2.20 months. With a mean 
translation speed of 5.51 ± 1.57 km dai l , they covered a distance of 783 ± 303 km. 
These characteristic values were found to agree sufficiently with direct observations 
following a series of dedicated hydrographic surveys. In addition, the overall results 
agreeing well with Ansorge and Lutjeharms (2003) gave further confidence in the 
model. 
A vertical zonal section through a typical model eddy and two SIS profiles were 
drawn. This particular eddy was about 110 km in diameter and reached a depth of 
-2500 m. The meridional velocities associated with the feature demarcated the eddy 











antarctic origin and comparison made with a profile in the Antarctic Polar Frontal 
Zone illustrated the anomalous salt and heat content associated with the feature. 
Of the 22 eddies tracked within the model, only 2 were warm. This was not expected 
since Ansorge and Lutjeharms (2003) have observed approximately the same number 
of positive and negative anomalies. Several possible reasons for this inconsistency 
were explored. It is very likely that the predefined tracking rules were too stringent 
and consequently hampered the identification of warm eddies within the model. 
Moreover, warm eddies are typically of sub-antarctic or sub-tropical origin and the 
likelihood of them being generated at the Andrew Bain Fracture Zone is slim and 
would largely depend on the variability in the location of the SAF. While the 
discrepancy could have been due to the choices made in this project, it is also possible 
that Ansorge and Lutjeharms might have overestimated the number of warm eddies. 
In particular, the identification and tracking of their anomalies were undertaken using 
slightly different criteria. The two warm eddies in the model were left out from 
further analysis. 
3. Given the reasonable representation of intense eddies within OCCAM at the 
SWIR, how do the features change with age? 
The twenty cold eddies identified within the model were further analysed to 
investigate how they change during their decay. It took approximately 1.5 - 2.5 
months for an eddy to reach maximum intensity after generation between 30 - 32°E. 
In most cases, eddies underwent a dissipation period of 3 months after reaching peak 
intensity. Very few long-lived (>7 months) eddies were observed in the dataset. 
Decay was measured by the decrease in sea level anomaly (SLA) signatures of 
eddies, the weakening of their clockwise rotation as well as their anomalous 
temperature and salinity signatures relative to their surrounding. 
Two eddies originating at the same location and starting with similar initial SLA 











rate differed considerably. In the first case, the eddy travelled slowly and reached its 
peak intensity 4 months after generation. Despite being long-lasting (l 0 months), it 
underwent very little water mass decay. Moreover, when tracking terminated, there 
was evidence that the weakened feature was still present 300 m below the surface. In 
contrast, the second eddy was fast moving and very rapidly reached maximum 
intensity. It had a more pronounced decay rate and consequently lasted only ~4 
months. Water masses at the core of the eddy showed considerable modification. 
These two examples illustrated the distinctiveness of eddies at the South-West Indian 
Ridge. 
Monitoring the genesIs, movement and decay of features are deemed important for 
understanding the behaviour of seal, penguin and albatross colonies living on the Prince 
Edward Islands. The impact of eddies in that region reaches beyond the biology. The 
anomalous heat and salt content of these features being geographically relocated may 
contribute towards the climatic meridional exchange and balance of heat and salt in that 
region. Therefore, an accurate method of identification and tracking of eddies is required, 
without the need to hydrographically monitor each of them. The choice of SLA and Q 
thresholds in this project was defined partly by following the literature and partly through 
heuristic examples. The subjectiveness in determining these thresholds may have 
contributed to the apparent lack of warm eddies within OCCAM. Applying different 
thresholds for warm and cold eddies could have yielded better results. 
The origins of these warm features are typically from the sub-antarctic or the sub-tropic 
and are therefore fundamentally different from cold eddies, whose origins are from the 
antarctic. A series of comprehensive hydrographic surveys of warm eddies at the South-
West Indian ridge are required to understand their behaviour (see Ansorge et ai., 
submitted). In 2000, three successive cruises were undertaken to extensively monitor the 
evolution of a single Agulhas Ring - eddy Astrid (Van Veldhoven, 2005). Such a study is 
necessary at the SWIR. Moreover, in order to accomplish realistic results, the decay of 












This project provided the opportunity for discovering another region in the Southern 
Ocean where the Antarctic Circumpolar Current is obstructed by a topographic feature. 
The shallow nature of the Conrad Rise appears to cause the ACC to bifurcate around it 
forming two high-velocity quasi-permanent jets. Currently, an investigation is underway 
to characterise this finding using several independent datasets (Ourgadoo et aI., 
submitted). Moreover, a dedicated large-scale hydrographic survey is planned for April 
2008 to systematically explore the area within its biogeochemical context. 
Eddies at the South-West Indian Ridge undoubtedly warrant further studies. The high 
resolution global model, OCCAM, has proven to represent the circulation at the ridge 
with adequacy. Therefore, its outputs can now be used with reasonable confidence to 
further investigate the dynamics in that region. However, unfortunately OCCAM does not 
lend itself to sensitivity studies since the resources necessary to run an eddy-resolving 
e/120) global ocean model are not available. The original intentions for this study were to 
determine how changes in the ACC flux and its associated frontal systems affect eddy 
generation at the South-West Indian Ridge. In the future, other models, such as NEMO 
(Madec, 2008) or ROMS (Shchepetkin and McWilliams, 2005) will be explored to 
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